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Abstract
Iterative Algorithms for Distributed Optimization with Applications to Multi-Agent
Estimation and Control
by
Henrique Anhel Ferraz
Optimization is a prevalent tool in control and estimation. This work explores the
theoretical and practical challenges in the design and analysis of distributed algorithms
to solve optimization problems related to multi-agent systems.
We begin by considering a problem related to parameter estimation in sensor net-
works. We show that the maximum likelihood estimation formulation of several local-
ization problems based on inter-sensor measurements reduces to the form of a common
constrained optimization. We then design a distributed algorithm that utilizes only the
most recent measurements and the estimates from the neighboring sensors, to iteratively
compute the optimal solution. Our analysis shows that the solutions obtained from this
algorithm converge locally to the maximum likelihood estimates, nevertheless simulations
show that this convergence may occur globally. Furthermore, in experimental results us-
ing custom ultra-wideband radio frequency devices, this algorithm outperformed other
distributed methods tested for a given localization problem.
Next, we consider a multi-agent coordination problem formulated as a finite horizon
optimization of the type used in model predictive control. We present two distributed
vii
and iterative algorithms, in which each agent is assigned a cost function, which it op-
timizes to compute its own control action. These cost functions depend on the states
and the estimates of the control variables of the agents’ neighbors, which are obtained
through inter-agent communication. For the first algorithm, the agents are able to re-
ceive estimates from 2-hop neighbors, whereas the second algorithm utilizes only 1-hop
neighbor information. For the first algorithm, our results show that the local solutions
converge to the solution of the original model predictive control problem, regardless of
how the algorithm is initialized. Because this convergence is asymptotic, we derive practi-
cal conditions for terminating the algorithm in a finite number of iterations, such that the
closed-loop system achieves the desired coordination. For the second algorithm, due to
more restrictive constraints, the convergence occurs to suboptimal solutions of the model
predictive control problem. Nevertheless, simulations demonstrate that the optimality
gap is small, and in some cases zero.
A key takeaway from these results is that in many problems of multi-agent systems,
the communication between the agents can be leveraged to design distributed algorithms
that match the quality of solutions that one would obtain from centralized approaches.
viii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Optimization is a prevalent tool in control and estimation. This work explores the the-
oretical and practical challenges in the design and analysis of distributed algorithms to
solve optimization problems found in multi-agent systems. When these problems involve
the interaction of agents and distributed solutions are required, optimization becomes
uniquely challenging. In this dissertation we studied distributed algorithms that emerge
from two of such problems, the first one related to parameter estimation in sensor net-
work, and the second related to control in multi-agent coordination problems. The two
chapters that compose this dissertation are summarized as follows.
1
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Distributed Localization in Sensor Networks
(Chapter 2)
With the recent development of reliable, low-cost, and low-powered radio frequency and
micro-electromechanical devices, several monitoring and control applications have ben-
efited from the use of networks of wireless sensors and actuators. Examples include
the inter-connection of appliances in homes, monitoring traffic in cities, environmental
surveillance, precision agriculture, and tactical applications [10]. For many of these ap-
plications, determining the precise location of the devices is of utmost importance for the
collected data to be meaningful [37].
However, in some cases the limitations in the environment and constraints on power
and size make prohibitive the use of GPS to determine the location of the devices. Instead,
the sensors must rely on inter-sensor measurements such as, angle-of-arrival, received
signal strength, time-of-arrival, time-difference-of-arrival, and range to determine their
positions [31]. In this chapter we consider the problem of determining the position of
sensors from inter-sensor measurements.
Localization algorithms aim to combine available measurements and information to
estimate the position of the sensors. The main challenges involve designing scalable
methods that produce accurate estimates considering the efficient usage of processing
power and bandwidth capacity. Based on how the measurements and information flow
through the network and on how they are processed, the algorithms can be classified into
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two types: centralized or decentralized algorithms.
Centralized algorithms [45, 4] rely on a central device that has access to all the mea-
surements between the sensors and single-handedly performs the computations needed
to solve the localization problem. The solution obtained from centralized algorithms
contains the position for all the nodes in the network. As the size of the network grows,
these algorithms tend to demand more power, memory and communication to process the
increasing number of measurements and variables. Additionally, centralized algorithms
are vulnerable to single-point of failure and for these reasons are considered impractical
for many applications.
Distributed algorithms offer an alternative to overcome these issues by exploiting the
node’s (sensor’s) processing capability and the measurements that are available locally.
The distributed localization therefore is comprised of a collection of smaller problems
that can be solved at each node, or at a subset of the network. These methods tend to
be scalable, robust, and adaptable to a variety of operation conditions [37].
However, technical and practical challenges arise from the distributed nature of this
approach. First, because of power constraints, sensors are restricted to communicate with
only a subset of the entire network, limiting the available information used to solve the
localization problem. Additionally, executing these algorithms locally in general results
in more power consumption from the devices reducing their life span. Finally, distributed
algorithms analysis should provide theoretical guarantees for operations under a variety of
scenarios such as node failures, transmission delays, and limited communication structure,
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while approaching quality of solutions that one would obtain from centralized approaches.
Contributions
We propose a distributed algorithm based on constrained optimization to localize nodes
in a network, inspired by Jacobi’s method as described in [5]. We show that the maximum
likelihood estimation formulation of several localization problems based on inter-sensor
measurements reduces to a constrained optimization with a specific structure. The con-
straints arise from the need to impose a coordinate system that avoids ambiguities arising
from global rotations and translations.
The distributed algorithm iteratively computes the optimal solution using only the
most recent measurements and estimates from the neighboring nodes. Additionally, at
each node, only local variables need to be stored and transmitted, greatly reducing the
complexity of the required local computations.
By regarding the iterative algorithm as a dynamical system and linearizing it around
the optimal solution, we show that the algorithm converges to the maximum likelihood
estimate, provided that it starts sufficiently close to it. While our stability results are
local, simulations generally showed convergence to the optimal solution, regardless of how
the algorithm is initialized. The proposed method was tested in hardware using custom
ultra-wideband radio frequency devices outperforming other distributed methods found
in the literature.
4
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Related work
Both centralized and distributed approaches to localization have been extensively inves-
tigated by the wireless sensor network community. Evaluation of the accuracy and the
computation of performance bounds for any unbiased location estimators are addressed
in [38], where the authors propose a framework for comparison of different algorithms.
A centralized convex optimization scheme is proposed in [15], where the communication
network is modeled as a set of geometric constraints. Distributed localization techniques
can be based on multidimensional scaling and coordinate alignment techniques [26], mul-
tilateration [41, 33], and graph-theoretical methods [3]. In [36] the authors propose a
hop-by-hop connectivity-based algorithm using trilateration. For range-based and range-
free localization problems, [42] presents a convex formulation obtained by relaxation
techniques that is solved with a sequential greedy optimization algorithm. Our approach
builds upon [5], where it is proposed an algorithm that combines the maximum likelihood
estimate and the Jacobi method for localization with relative position measurements.
From an algorithmic point of view, the methods presented in this chapter and in
the chapter that follows can be classified to be distributed optimization methods. In
this context, the seminal work by Tsitsiklis [46] sets the foundations for the analysis of
distributed optimization algorithms. Since then, many works have focused on designing
discrete-time algorithms to find the solution of optimization problems, where the cost
function is a sum of convex functions [39, 27, 34, 7]. The increased interest in the design
and analysis of distributed optimization methods comes from their applicability in several
5
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types of problems, such as localization and coordination as discussed in this dissertation.
For problems with constraints, a distributed primal-dual subgradient method was
proposed in [48], where the global constraint set is the intersection of local constraints
set. A similar problem setup was studied in [35] for networks with time-varying connec-
tivity, for which a consensus-based distributed algorithm was presented. More recently,
algorithms that deal with distributed continuous-time strategies were investigated in
[21] and in [29], where a more sophisticated combination of a local continuous-time and
discrete-time dynamics for communication with the neighbors was proposed.
Distributed Coordination for Multi-Agent Systems
(Chapter 3)
Large engineering systems are in general composed of multiple subsystems that interact
with each other sharing and exchanging resources of energy, information, and mate-
rial. While some systems have natural and immutable constraints on their coupling, we
consider the case where we design the coupling between the parts taking into account
trade-offs in performance and communication costs.
In the past, control of multiple agents has received enormous attention due to the
benefits obtained when a single complex system task is replaced by the coordinated
actions of multiple and simpler subsystems. Multi-agent coordination has applications in
vehicle platooning [16], flight formation [8], surveillance operations [13], wireless sensor
6
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network [37], and in many other problems.
We consider a multi-agent coordination problem where the objective is to design
control inputs for a collection of agents to follow a single leader. The systems have
identical dynamics, possibly unstable, and only a fraction of the followers communicate
with the leader. We formulate the problem as a finite horizon optimization of the type
used in model predictive control [40], where the cost is given by the sum of local cost
functions.
Similar to localization, there are two distinct approaches adopted for controlling mul-
tiple agents. The centralized approach is based on the existence of a central agent (that
could be part of the coordination problem or not) that collects all the relevant data and
determines the actions for each agent such that the overall system accomplishes the de-
sired goal. Because of their structure, these methods are considered less flexible although
good performance results are reported in applications [8]. On the other hand, distributed
approach does not require a centralize agent but rather relies on the coordinated solu-
tion of local problems. This approach offers many benefits from the scalability of the
algorithm to robustness and adaptability.
Model predictive control (MPC) provides a reliable framework for a range of applica-
tions, utilizing a dynamical model of the system and optimizing over a forecast window.
From a control design perspective, the types of solutions proposed in this chapter fit into
a distributed model predictive control (DMPC) framework. The key difference between
distributed and other types of approaches that deal with systems composed of multiple
7
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parts that interact, such as decentralized model predictive control, lies in the fact that
in DMPC some communication may be established between the different subsystems to
achieve stability or to improve performance.
Contributions
The main contributions of this chapter are two iterative and distributed algorithms, in
which each agent is assigned a cost function that it optimizes to compute its own control
action. These algorithms have different cost functions, although both costs depend on the
state and the estimates of the control variables of the agents neighbors, which are obtained
through inter-agent communication. In the first algorithm, the agents are required to
get these estimates from 2-hop neighbors, whereas the second algorithm requires less
communication, only needing estimates from 1-hop neighbors.
For the first algorithm, we show that the local solutions converge to the centralized
optimal solution of the original MPC problem, regardless of how the algorithm is ini-
tialized. Since this convergence occurs asymptotically, we derive practical conditions to
terminate the algorithm in a finite number of iterations, such that when the resulting
control estimates are applied, the desired coordination is achieved. For the second algo-
rithm, due to more restrictive constraints in the range of communication, the estimates
converge generally to sub-optimal solutions. Nevertheless, simulations show that the op-
timality gap is small, and in some special cases zero. The proposed methods are evaluated
in simulations for randomly generated graphs and for agents with unstable dynamics.
8
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Related work
The study developed in this chapter can be seen through the lens of two related, but
distinct subjects. From a purely algorithmic point of view, our approach builds on
the topic of distributed optimization. For a discussion of the relevant literature and
algorithms we refer the reader to the related work section for Chapter 2.
From a control design perspective our approach can be seen as a DMPC problem.
A recent overview of distributed approaches for MPC can be found in the survey [11].
Our work lies at the intersection of non-cooperative DMPC, where each local controller
optimizes a local cost function; and cooperative DMPC, in which local controllers opti-
mize a common global cost function, as defined in [40]. This is because we propose to
optimize a global cost function by designing appropriate local cost functions and solving
these optimizations locally and iteratively.
The methods presented in this chapter are similar to the ones found in [43] and
[47], where the solutions for a centralized problem are approximated by a succession of
iterations. However, in our approach we do not require an upper bound on the number
of unstable modes of the system dynamics and we explicitly address in the problem
formulation the graph structure spanned by the communication between the agents,
deriving sufficient conditions for the closed-loop stability to hold.
Similar types of multi-agent coordination problems using DMPC approaches have
been study in the literature, but many of these works rely on fully connected network
assumptions[20, 32, 30], which can be overly restrictive in some applications. For a vehicle
9
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formation control problem, [16] proposes a finite receding horizon control and establishes
stability results, but provides no guarantees that the local performance matches the per-
formance resulting from a centralized implementation. A distributed output-feedback
model predictive control that combines simultaneous state estimation with control com-
putation has been studied in [12] providing practical consensus results. While most of
these results guarantee synchronization or the convergence to a predetermined agent for-
mation, the analysis of the designed DMPC algorithm performance in comparison to a
centralized implementation has been overlooked.
10
Chapter 2
Distributed Localization in Sensor
Networks
Parts of this chapter come from [17] and [2].
In this chapter we consider the problem of localizing devices in sensor networks. We
begin by generalizing several maximum likelihood estimation problems based on inter-
sensor measurements to a common constrained optimization form. Then, we leverage
the inter-sensor communication to design an iterative algorithm that utilizes the mea-
surements and the most recent estimates from the neighbors to compute this optimal
solution. Theoretical results demonstrate that the solutions produced by the algorithm
converge locally to the maximum likehood estimate. However, simulations show that
when the graphs satisfy a certain structural condition, this convergence is in general
11
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global. Finally, experimental tests using radio frequency devices are presented for mobile
and static sensors, for a combined localization and time synchronization type of problem.
The results show that the method achieves 30 cm localization error and 3 micro-seconds
time synchronization error, outperforming two other distributed methods tested.
Structure This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we formulate an opti-
mization problem that generalizes several problems related to sensor (node) localization
and time synchronization. Section 2.2 introduces a distributed algorithm to solve the
optimizations and presents conditions for local asymptotic convergence. A case study for
a range-based localization is presented in Section 2.3 and numerical simulations illustrate
the proposed algorithm. In Section 2.4 we evaluate the proposed method in an exper-
imental setup using ultra-wideband radio devices for a combined localization and time
synchronization type of problem. We conclude the chapter in Section 2.5 summarizing
the theoretical, numerical and experimental results obtained.
2.1 Problem Formulation
Several problems related to the localization of multi-agent systems can be reduced to
optimizations of the following form:
min
x
ÿ
iPN
fipxiq `
ÿ
iPN
ÿ
jPNi
fijpxi, xjq, (2.1a)
subject to hipxiq “ 0, @i P N , (2.1b)
12
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where x – px1, x2, . . . , xNq P Rn1 ˆ Rn2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ RnN are the optimization variables,
N – t1, 2, . . . , Nu, Ni is a subset of N ztiu containing the neighbors of node i, and the
functions fi : Rni Ñ R, fij : Rni ˆ Rnj Ñ R, hi : Rni ˆ Rnj Ñ Rmi , i P N , j P Ni are all
twice continuously differentiable.
We consider here four problems, where we want to localize in space a set N –
t1, 2, . . . , Nu of N nodes based on relative measurements of each node i P N with respect
to its neighbors Ni Ă N ztiu.
2.1.1 Relative Position Measurements
In this scenario, each variable pi P Rd, d “ t2, 3u, i P N denotes the position of node i in
a global coordinate system and the node i has access to noisy measurements zij P Rd of
the relative position pj ´ pi of each neighboring node j P Ni. Specifically,
zij “ pj ´ pi ` wij, @i P N , j P Ni,
where the wij denote independent zero-mean Gaussian noise with co-variance matrix
Σij ą 0. For this problem, the symmetric of the log-likelihood of the measurements
tzij P Rd : i P N , j P Niu is given by
1
2
ÿ
iPN
ÿ
jPNj
ppi ´ pj ` zijqJΣ´1ij ppi ´ pj ` zijq.
13
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Just with relative measurements it is possible to only reconstruct the positions pi up to a
global translation. To avoid this ambiguity one can force the position of one “reference”
node (say node i “ 1) to be the origin of the coordinate system, which corresponds to
the constraint
p1 “ 0n1.
The computation of maximum likelihood estimates for the pi thus amounts to solving an
optimization of the form (2.1) with
xi – pi, fipxiq– 0, fijpxi, xjq– 1
2
ppi ´ pj ` zijqJΣ´1ij ppi ´ pj ` zijq,
h1px1q– p1, hipxiq– 0, @i P t2, 3, . . . , Nu.
When the neighborhoods Ni induce a graph in which there is a path from the reference
node 1 to every other node, this optimization is a strictly convex quadratic program [5].
In this formulation and the ones that follow, we ignore any prior information about the
positions pi. When prior distributions for these variables are available, this information
could be incorporated into the optimization through the functions fipxiq.
For this problem, we have that
∇xifijpxi, xjq “ ppi ´ pj ` zijqJΣ´1ij , @i, j, (2.2a)
∇xjfijpxi, xjq “ ´ppi ´ pj ` zijqJΣ´1ij , @i, j, (2.2b)
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∇2xixifijpxi, xjq “ ∇2xjxjfijpxi, xjq “ Σ´1ij , @i, j, (2.2c)
∇2xixjfijpxi, xjq “ ∇2xjxifijpxi, xjq “ ´Σ´1ij , @i ‰ j, (2.2d)
∇x1h1px1q “ In, (2.2e)
∇xihipxiq “ 0, @i ą 1, (2.2f)
∇2xixihipxiq “ 0, @i. (2.2g)
2.1.2 Range Measurements
This scenario is analogous to the previous one, but now the node i has access to noisy
measurements zij P R of its distance }pj ´ pi} to each of its neighboring nodes j P Ni.
Specifically,
zij “ }pj ´ pi} ` wij, @i P N , j P Ni,
where the wij denote independent zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance σij ą 0. For
this problem, the symmetric of the log-likelihood of the measurements tzij P R : i P
N , j P Niu is given by
1
2
ÿ
iPN
ÿ
jPNj
p}pj ´ pi} ´ zijq2
σ2ij
.
Just with relative measurements, it is only possible to reconstruct the positions pi P Rd
up to a global translation and rotation. To avoid this ambiguity one can force the position
15
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of one “reference” node (say node 1) to be the origin of the coordinate system and, for
d “ 3, use two other nodes, say nodes 2 and 3, to define the orientation of the coordinate
system. Specifically, forcing the 1st axis of the coordinate system to be aligned with the
vector from p1 to p2 and the second axis to lie in the plane defined by the first 3 nodes
(assumed not to be co-linear), corresponds to the constraints
p1 “ 0, eJ2 p2 “ eJ3 p2 “ 0, eJ3 p3 “ 0,
where ei P R3 denotes the ith vector of the canonical basis of R3. The computation of
maximum likelihood estimate for the pi thus amounts to solving an optimization of the
form (2.1) with
xi – pi, fipxiq– 0, fijpxi, xjq– 1
2
p}pj ´ pi} ´ zijq2
σ2ij
,
h1px1q– p1, h2px2q–
»——–eJ2
eJ3
fiffiffifl p2, h3px3q– eJ3 p3, hipxiq– 0, @i P t3, . . . , Nu.
For the case where d “ 2, only two nodes are needed to define the coordinate system.
When the neighborhoods Ni induce a framework that is rigid and the measurements
are noiseless, this optimization has an isolated global minima at the true positions of the
nodes [4].
16
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For this problem, we have that
∇xifijpxi, xjq “ ´12
}pj ´ pi} ´ zij
σ2ij}pj ´ pi}
ppj ´ piqJ
“ ´1
2
´ 1
σ2ij
´ zij
σ2ij}pj ´ pi}
¯
ppj ´ piqJ, @i, j,
∇xjfijpxi, xjq “ 12
}pj ´ pi} ´ zij
σ2ij}pj ´ pi}
ppj ´ piqJ
“ 1
2
´ 1
σ2ij
´ zij
σ2ij}pj ´ pi}
¯
ppj ´ piqJ, @i, j,
∇2xixifijpxi, xjq “ ∇2xjxjfijpxi, xjq
“ 1
2
´ 1
σ2ij
´ zij
σ2ij}pj ´ pi}
¯
I3 ` 1
4
zij
σ2ij}pj ´ pi}3
ppj ´ piqppj ´ piqJ
“ 1
2
}pj ´ pi} ´ zij
σ2ij}pj ´ pi}
I3 ` 1
4
zij
σ2ij}pj ´ pi}3
ppj ´ piqppj ´ piqJ, @i, j,
∇2xixjfijpxi, xjq “ ∇2xjxifijpxi, xjq
“ ´1
2
}pj ´ pi} ´ zij
σ2ij}pj ´ pi}
I3 ´ 1
4
zij
σ2ij}pj ´ pi}3
ppj ´ piqppj ´ piqJ, @i ‰ j,
∇x1h1px1q “ I3, ∇x2h2px2q “
»——–eJ2
eJ3
fiffiffifl , ∇x3h3px3q “ eJ3 ,
∇xihipxiq “ 0, @i P t3, . . . , Nu, ∇2xixihipxiq “ 0, @i.
In the absence of noise (i.e., wij “ 0) and for values of pi, pj compatible with the measured
distance zij (i.e., }pj ´ pi} “ zij), the Hessian formulas simplify to
∇2xixifijpxi, xjq “ ∇2xjxjfijpxi, xjq “
1
4σ2ij
sijs
J
ij, @i, j,
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where sij – 1}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq denotes the unit vector pointing from pi to pj.
2.1.3 Pseudo-range Measurements
In this scenario, each node i P N broadcasts a wireless message to its neighbors j P Ni
with the value ti of its local clock at the transmission time and the neighbors record the
times of arrival tij of this message in their local clocks. The clock of each node i has an
unknown offset τi with respect to the “global” time reference and therefore the actual
time at which the message was transmitted by node i is given by
ti ´ τi ` wi
and the time at which the message was received by node j is given by
tij ´ τj ` wij,
where wi and wij denote time measurement errors. Assuming that messages propagate
at a velocity c, we have that
tij ´ τj ` wij “ ti ´ τi ` wi ` }pj ´ pi}
c
,
18
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which can be re-written as
tij ´ ti “ τj ´ τi ` }pj ´ pi}
c
` w¯ij,
where w¯ij – wi ´ wij P R. Assuming that the w¯ij are independent zero-mean Gaussian
random variables with variances σij ą 0, the symmetric of the log-likelihood of the
measurements tzij P R : i P N , j P Niu is given by
1
2
ÿ
iPN
ÿ
jPNj
pτj ´ τi ` }pj´pi}c ´ tij ` tiq2
σ2ij
.
In this problem, we have ambiguity with respect to a global rotation and translation, as
the range measurements case in Section 2.1.2, but also with respect to a shift of the time
reference, which can be resolved by forcing the clock of node 1 to determine the global
time t, so that the offsets for every clock will be with respect to the clock at node 1. This
corresponds to the following constraints:
p1 “ 0, eJ2 p2 “ eJ3 p2 “ 0, eJ3 p3 “ 0, τ1 “ 0.
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The computation of maximum likelihood estimates for the positions pi and the clock
offsets τi thus amounts to solving an optimization of the form (2.1) with
xi –
»——–pi
τi
fiffiffifl , fipxiq– 0, fijpxi, xjq– 12 pτj ´ τi `
}pj´pi}
c
´ tij ` tiq2
σ2ij
,
h1px1q–
»——–p1
τ1
fiffiffifl , h2px2q–
»——–eJ2
eJ3
fiffiffifl p2, h3px3q– eJ3 p3, hipxiq– 0, @i ą 3.
For this problem, we have that @i, j
∇xifijpxi, xjq
“
«
´1
2
τj ´ τi ` }pj´pi}c ´ tij ` ti
σ2ij
1
c}pj ´ pi}ppj ´ piq
J ´τj ´ τi `
}pj´pi}
c
´ tij ` ti
σ2ij
ff
“
«
´ 1
2c2σ2ij
ppj ´ piqJ ´ τj ´ τi ´ tij ` ti
2cσ2ij}pj ´ pi}
ppj ´ piqJ ´τj ´ τi ´ tij ` ti
σ2ij
´ }pj ´ pi}
cσ2ij
ff
,
∇xjfijpxi, xjq
“
«
1
2c2σ2ij
ppj ´ piqJ ` τj ´ τi ´ tij ` ti
2cσ2ij}pj ´ pi}
ppj ´ piqJ τj ´ τi ´ tij ` ti
σ2ij
` }pj ´ pi}
cσ2ij
ff
,
∇2xixifijpxi, xjq “ ∇2xjxjfijpxi, xjq
“
»——– 12c2σ2ij I3 ` τj´τi´tij`ti2cσ2ij}pj´pi} I3 ´ τj´τi´tij`ti4cσ2ij}pj´pi}3 ppj ´ piqppj ´ piqJ 12cσ2ij}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq
1
2cσ2ij}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq
J 1
σ2ij
fiffiffifl
“
»——–
τj´τi` }pj´pi}c ´tij`ti
2cσ2ij}pj´pi}
`
I3 ´ 12}pj´pi}2 ppj ´ piqppj ´ piqJ
˘
0
0 0
fiffiffifl
20
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` 1
σ2ij
»——– 12c}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq
1
fiffiffifl
»——– 12c}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq
1
fiffiffifl
J
∇2xixjfijpxi, xjq “ ∇2xjxifijpxi, xjq
“
»——–´
τj´τi` }pj´pi}c ´tij`ti
2cσ2ij}pj´pi}
`
I3 ´ 12}pj´pi}2 ppj ´ piqppj ´ piqJ
˘
0
0 0
fiffiffifl
´ 1
σ2ij
»——– 12c}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq
1
fiffiffifl
»——– 12c}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq
1
fiffiffifl
J
, i ‰ j
∇x1h1px1q “ I4, ∇x2h2px2q “
»——–eJ2
eJ3
fiffiffifl , ∇x3h3px3q “ eJ3 ,
∇xihipxiq “ 0, @i P t3, . . . , Nu, ∇2xixihipxiq “ 0.
In the absence of noise (i.e., w¯ij “ 0) and for values of pi, pj, τi, τj compatible with the
measurements ti, tij (i.e., tij ´ ti “ τj ´ τi ` }pj´pi}c ), the Hessian formulas simplify to
∇2xixifijpxi, xjq “ ∇2xjxjfijpxi, xjq “
1
σ2ij
vijv
J
ij, @i, j,
where
vij –
»——– 12csij
1
fiffiffifl ,
and sij – 1}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq denotes the unit vector pointing from pi to pj.
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2.1.4 Pseudo-range Measurements with Clock Drift and
Biases
This scenario is similar to the previous one, but now we consider clock drifts and biases in
the time measurements. In this case, the transmission time measurement ti for a message
sent at time t (at a global reference clock) by node i is given by
ti “ φit` τi ` wi ô t “ ti ´ τi ´ wi
φi
and the reception time measurement tij for a message received at time t (at a global
reference clock) by node j is given by
tij “ φjt` τj ` wij ô t “ tij ´ τj ´ wij
φj
,
where φi is the clock drift of node i, τi a bias in the transmission-time measurement for
node i, τj a bias in the reception-time measurement for node j, and wi, wij zero-mean
noise.
Assuming that messages propagate at a velocity c, we have that
tij ´ τj ´ wij
φj
“ ti ´ τi ´ wi
φi
` }pj ´ pi}
c
,
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which can be re-written as
φ´1j tij ´ φ´1i ti “ τ¯j ´ τ¯i ` }pj ´ pi}c ` w¯ij,
where w¯ij – φ´1i wi ´ φ´1j wij P R, τ¯j “ φ´1j τj. Assuming that the w¯ij are independent
zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variances σij ą 0 , the symmetric of the
log-likelihood of the measurements tzij P R : i P N , j P Niu is given by
1
2
ÿ
iPN
ÿ
jPNj
pτ¯j ´ τ¯i ` }pj´pi}c ´ φ´1j tij ` φ´1i tiq2
σ2ij
.
The computation of maximum likelihood estimates for the pi, τi, and φi, thus amounts
to solving an optimization of the form (2.1) with
xi –
»——————–
pi
τ¯i
φ´1i
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl , fipxiq– 0, fijpxi, xjq–
1
2
pτ¯j ´ τ¯i ` }pj´pi}c ´ φ´1j tij ` φ´1i tiq2
σ2ij
,
h1px1q–
»——————–
p1
τ1
φ´11 ´ 1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl , h2px2q–
»——–eJ2
eJ3
fiffiffifl p2, h3px3q– eJ3 p3,
hipxiq– 0, @i P t3, . . . , Nu.
For this problem, we have that @i
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∇xifijpxi, xjq
“
«
´1
2
τ¯j ´ τ¯i ` }pj´pi}c ´ φ´1j tij ` φ´1i ti
σ2ij
1
c}pj ´ pi}ppj ´ piq
J
´ τ¯j ´ τ¯i `
}pj´pi}
c
´ φ´1j tij ` φ´1i ti
σ2ij
τ¯j ´ τ¯i ` }pj´pi}c ´ φ´1j tij ` φ´1i ti
σ2ij
ti
ff
“
«
´ 1
2c2σ2ij
ppj ´ piqJ ´ τ¯j ´ τ¯i ´ φ
´1
j tij ` φ´1i ti
2cσ2ij}pj ´ pi}
ppj ´ piqJ
´ τ¯j ´ τ¯i ´ φ
´1
j tij ` φ´1i ti
σ2ij
´ }pj ´ pi}
cσ2ij
τ¯j ´ τ¯i ´ φ´1j tij ` φ´1i ti
σ2ij
ti ` }pj ´ pi}
cσ2ij
ti
ff
,
∇xjfijpxi, xjq
“
«
1
2c2σ2ij
ppj ´ piqJ ` τ¯j ´ τ¯i ´ φ
´1
j tij ` φ´1i ti
2cσ2ij}pj ´ pi}
ppj ´ piqJ
τ¯j ´ τ¯i ´ φ´1j tij ` φ´1i ti
σ2ij
` }pj ´ pi}
cσ2ij
´ τ¯j ´ τ¯i ´ φ
´1
j tij ` φ´1i ti
σ2ij
tij ´ }pj ´ pi}
cσ2ij
tij
ff
,
∇2xixifijpxi, xjq
“
»——————–
1
2c2σ2ij
I3 ` τ¯j ´ τ¯i ´ φ
´1
j tij ` φ´1i ti
2cσ2ij}pj ´ pi}
I3 ´ τ¯j ´ τ¯i ´ φ
´1
j tij ` φ´1i ti
4cσ2ij}pj ´ pi}3
ppj ´ piqppj ´ piqJ
1
2cσ2ij}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq
J
´ ti
2cσ2ij}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq
J
1
2cσ2ij}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq ´
ti
2cσ2ij}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq
1
σ2ij
´ ti
σ2ij
´ ti
σ2ij
t2i
σ2ij
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
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“
»———————–
τ¯j ´ τ¯i ` }pj´pi}c ´ φ´1j tij ` φ´1i ti
2cσ2ij}pj ´ pi}
´
I3 ´ 1
2}pj ´ pi}2 ppj ´ piqppj ´ piq
J
¯
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
` 1
σ2ij
»——————–
1
2c}pj ´ pi}ppj ´ piq
1
´ti
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
»——————–
1
2c}pj ´ pi}ppj ´ piq
1
´ti
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
J
,
∇2xjxjfijpxi, xjq
“
»———————–
τ¯j ´ τ¯i ` }pj´pi}c ´ φ´1j tij ` φ´1i ti
2cσ2ij}pj ´ pi}
´
I3 ´ 1
2}pj ´ pi}2 ppj ´ piqppj ´ piq
J
¯
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
` 1
σ2ij
»——————–
1
2c}pj ´ pi}ppj ´ piq
1
´tij
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
»——————–
1
2c}pj ´ pi}ppj ´ piq
1
´tij
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
J
,
∇2xixjfijpxi, xjq
“ ´
»———————–
τ¯j ´ τ¯i ` }pj´pi}c ´ φ´1j tij ` φ´1i ti
2cσ2ij}pj ´ pi}
´
I3 ´ 1
2}pj ´ pi}2 ppj ´ piqppj ´ piq
J
¯
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
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´ 1
σ2ij
»——————–
1
2c}pj ´ pi}ppj ´ piq
1
´tij
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
»——————–
1
2c}pj ´ pi}ppj ´ piq
1
´ti
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
J
, i ‰ j,
∇2xjxifijpxi, xjq
“ ´
»———————–
τ¯j ´ τ¯i ` }pj´pi}c ´ φ´1j tij ` φ´1i ti
2cσ2ij}pj ´ pi}
´
I3 ´ 1
2}pj ´ pi}2 ppj ´ piqppj ´ piq
J
¯
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
´ 1
σ2ij
»——————–
1
2c}pj ´ pi}ppj ´ piq
1
´ti
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
»——————–
1
2c}pj ´ pi}ppj ´ piq
1
´tij
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
J
, i ‰ j,
∇x1h1px1q “ I5, ∇x2h2px2q “
»——–eJ2
eJ3
fiffiffifl , ∇x3h3px3q “ eJ3 ,
∇xihipxiq “ 0, @i P t3, . . . , Nu, ∇2xixihipxiq “ 0, @i.
In the absence of noise (i.e, w¯ij “ 0) and for values of pi, pj, τ¯i, τ¯j, φi, φj compatible with
the measurements ti, tij, (i.e., φ
´1
j tij ´ φ´1i ti “ τ¯j ´ τ¯i ` }pj´pi}c ), the Hessians simplify to
∇2xixifijpxi, xjq “
1
σ2ij
»——————–
1
2c
sij
1
´ti
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
„
1
2c
sJij 1 ´ti

,
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∇2xjxjfijpxi, xjq “
1
σ2ij
»——————–
1
2c
sij
1
´tij
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
„
1
2c
sJij 1 ´tij

,
∇2xixjfijpxi, xjq “ ´
1
σ2ij
»——————–
1
2c
sij
1
´tij
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
„
1
2c
sJij 1 ´ti

,
∇2xjxifijpxi, xjq “ ´
1
σ2ij
»——————–
1
2c
sij
1
´ti
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
„
1
2c
sJij 1 ´tij

,
where sij – 1}pj´pi}ppj ´ piq is the unit vector pointing from pi to pj.
2.2 Distributed Solution to the Maximum
Likelihood Estimation
2.2.1 The 1-Hop Partial Optimization
We construct a distributed algorithm for solving (2.1), where each node i P N receives
estimates xj of the optimal solutions from its neighbors j P Ni and, based on these
estimates, computes a value for xi P Rni that minimizes only the terms in the cost
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function in (2.1) that depend on xi:
min
xi
fipxiq `
ÿ
jPNi
fijpxi, xjq `
ÿ
jPN :iPNj
fjipxj, xiq, (2.3a)
subject to hipxiq “ 0. (2.3b)
In practice, node i P N computes values for xi P Rni and Lagrange multipliers λj P Rmj
that satisfy the first-order necessary optimality conditions for (2.3):
∇xifipxiq ` λJi ∇xihipxiq `
ÿ
jPNi
∇xifijpxi, xjq `
ÿ
jPN :iPNj
∇xifjipxj, xiq “ 0, (2.4a)
hipxiq “ 0. (2.4b)
If all nodes succeed in jointly satisfying (2.4), then the first-order optimality conditions
for the optimal (2.1) are automatically satisfied. This observation motivates the following
iterative algorithm, which is inspired by Jacobi’s method for solving a system of linear
equations as described in [5]. The 1-Hop Distributed Multi-Agent Maximum Likelihood
Estimate (1HopDMAMLE) Algorithm utilizes the estimates from the neighboring nodes
to locally solve a sequence of optimization problems. The variables xˆipkq and λˆipkq should
be regarded as the estimates for xi˚ and λi˚ , respectively, at iteration k.
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Algorithm 1 1HopDMAMLE Algorithm for agent i
Require: a tolerance δ ą 0
1: k Ð 0
2: Initialize xˆip0q and λˆip0q
3: repeat
4: Broadcast xˆipkq to neighbors
5: xˆipk ` 1q Ð arg minxi fipxiq `
ř
jPNi fijpxi, xˆjpkqq `
ř
jPN :iPNj fjipxˆjpkq, xiq
subject to hipxiq “ 0
6: error Ð }xˆipk ` 1q ´ xˆipkq}
7: k Ð k ` 1
8: until error ď δ
return xˆipkq
In this work, we restrict our attention to problems where the first-order necessary
optimality conditions for the optimization problem in line 5 of Algorithm 1 and given by
∇xifipxˆipk ` 1qq ` λˆipk ` 1qJ∇xihipxˆipk ` 1qq `
ÿ
jPNi
∇xifijpxˆipk ` 1q, xˆjpkqq
`
ÿ
jPN :iPNj
∇xifjipxˆjpkq, xˆipk ` 1qq “ 0, (2.5a)
hipxˆipk ` 1qq “ 0, (2.5b)
uniquely determine xˆipk` 1q P Rni and λˆipk` 1q P Rmi . Lemma 1 below shows that this
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will happen under mild assumptions.
2.2.2 Local Stability
To study the convergence of the Algorithm 1, we view the sequences xˆpkq – `xˆ1pkq,
xˆ2pkq . . . , xˆNpkq
˘
and λˆpkq – `λˆ1pkq, λˆ2pkq, . . . , λˆNpkq˘ as the state of a discrete-time
dynamical system whose dynamics are defined by (2.5) and study its local stability around
an optimum x˚ – px1˚ , x2˚ , . . . , xN˚q for (2.1) and the corresponding Lagrange multiplier
λ˚ – pλ1˚ , λ2˚ , . . . , λN˚q.
The following result is a direct consequence of the Implicit Function Theorem [23]
applied to (2.5):
Lemma 1. Let x˚ – px1˚ , x2˚ , . . . , xN˚q be an optimum for (2.1) and λ˚ – pλ1˚ , λ2˚ , . . . , λN˚q
the corresponding Lagrange multiplier. Assume that
A1 all the functions fi, fij, hi, i P N , j P Nj are twice continuous differentiable in an
open neighborhood of px˚, λ˚q; and
A2 the following Jacobian matrix
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl P Rpni`miqˆpni`miq,
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is invertible, where
F ˚i – ∇2xixifipx˚i q`λ˚i J∇2xixihipx˚i q`
ÿ
jPNi
∇2xixifijpx˚i , x˚j q`
ÿ
jPN :iPNj
∇2xixifjipx˚j , x˚i q P Rniˆni
is a symmetric matrix and
H˚i – ∇xihipx˚i q P Rmiˆmi .
Then there exists an open neighborhood of px˚, λ˚q such that if `xˆpkq, λˆpkq˘ belong to this
neighborhood, x`i – xˆipk ` 1q and λ` – λˆipk ` 1q are uniquely defined by (2.5) and we
have that
∇x`
»——–x`i
λ`i
fiffiffifl “
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl
´1 »——–Si˚`
0
fiffiffifl
pni`miqˆn`
, (2.6a)
∇λ`
»——–x`i
λ`i
fiffiffifl “ 0pni`miqm` , (2.6b)
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where Si˚` P Rniˆn`,
S˚i` –
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
´∇2xix`fi`pxi˚ , x˚`q ´∇2xix`f`ipx˚`, xi˚ q, ` P Ni, i P N`,
´∇2xix`fi`pxi˚ , x˚`q, ` P Ni, i R N`,
´∇2xix`f`ipx˚`, xi˚ q, ` R Ni, i P N`,
0 otherwise.
l
Remark 1. For the problems discussed in Section 2.1, it can be shown that Assumption A1
of Lemma 1 holds as long as no two nodes are at the same position. Assumption A2 has
simple geometric interpretations for the several localization problems. To express these
conditions, we denote by N¯i the union of the set Ni of neighbors of i together with the
set of nodes j P N to which i is a neighbor, i.e.,
N¯i – Ni Y
 
j P N : i P Nj
(
.
Based on the nodes position, these conditions are as follows:
• For the relative measurements problem in Section 2.1.1 we have that the Jacobian
corresponding to the reference node is
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
jPNi Σ
´1
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj Σ
´1
ji In
In 0nˆn
fiffiffifl , i “ 1,
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and we conclude that this matrix is invertible.
For the remaining nodes in the network we have unconstrained optimizations and
the Jacobian simplifies to
„
Fi˚

“
„ř
jPNi Σ
´1
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj Σ
´1
ji

, @i P t2, 3, . . . , Nu.
Since Σij ą 0 @i, j, then we conclude that Assumption A2 holds provided that N¯i
is not empty.
• For the range measurements problem in Section 2.1.2 with points in R2 and in
the absence of noise, we have that for the node 1 that defines the origin of the
coordinate system (i.e., p1 “
„
0 0
J
q, the Jacobian is
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
jPNi
1
4σ2ij
sijs
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
4σ2ji
sjis
J
ji I2
I2 02ˆ2
fiffiffifl , i “ 1,
and we note that this matrix is always invertible.
As for the node 2 that defines the x axis (i.e, p2, such that e
J
2 p2 “ 0) we have the
following Jacobian,
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
jPNi
1
4σ2ij
sijs
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
4σ2ji
sjis
J
ji e2
eJ2 0
fiffiffifl , i “ 2.
This matrix is invertible if and only if pFiq11 ‰ 0. Thus Assumption A2 is satisfied
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by imposing that node 1 is in the neighborhood of node 2, i.e., t1u P N¯2.
Finally, for the remaining nodes in the network the optimizations are unconstrained
and the Jacobian reduces to
„
Fi˚

“
„ř
jPNi
1
4σ2ij
sijs
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
4σ2ji
sjis
J
ji

, @i P t3, 4, . . . , Nu.
For this matrix, we conclude from Lemma 6 that Assumption A2 holds provided
that N¯i contains at least two nodes such that these points are not co-linear with
pi.
• For the range measurements problem in Section 2.1.2 with points in R3 and in the
absence of noise, we have the following Jacobian for the node 1 that defines the
origin of the coordinate system (i.e, p1 “
„
0 0 0
J
).
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
jPNi
1
4σ2ij
sijs
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
4σ2ji
sjis
J
ji I3
I3 03ˆ3
fiffiffifl , i “ 1,
and we note that this matrix is always invertible.
As for the node 2 that defines the x axis (i.e, eJ2 p2 “ eJ3 p2 “ 0) we have that,
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——————–
ř
jPNi
1
4σ2ij
sijs
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
4σ2ji
sjis
J
ji
„
e2 e3

»——–eJ2
eJ3
fiffiffifl 02ˆ2
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl , i “ 2.
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Note that this matrix is invertible provided that pFiq11 ‰ 0. A sufficient condition
for that is to have node 1 connected to node 2, t1u P N¯2.
For the node 3 that defines the second axis (i.e, eJ3 p3 “ 0) we have that,
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
jPNi
1
4σ2ij
sijs
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
4σ2ji
sjis
J
ji e3
eJ3 0
fiffiffifl , i “ 3.
This matrix is invertible if and only if pFi˚ q11pFi˚ q22 ´ pFi˚ q12pFi˚ q21 ‰ 0. Denote
wij P R2 the first and second component of the unit vector sij such that wij “„
psijq1 psijq2
J
. Then we have that
ÿ
jPNi
1
4σ2ij
wijw
J
ij `
ÿ
jPN :iPNj
1
4σ2ji
wjiw
J
ji “
»——–pFi˚ q11 pFi˚ q12
pFi˚ q21 pFi˚ q22
fiffiffifl .
Thus, from Lemma 6, we conclude that Assumtion A2 holds if N¯i contains at least
two nodes with points that are not co-linear with p3 in the x´ y plane.
Finally, for the remaining nodes, a similar argument from the R2 case follows and
we conclude from Lemma 6 that Assumption A2 holds provided that N¯i contains
at least three points that are not co-linear with pi @i ą 3.
• For the pseudo-range measurements problem in Section 2.1.3 with points in R2
and in the absence of noise, we have that for the node 1 that defines the origin of
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the coordinate system and the time offset reference (p1 “
„
0 0
J
, τ1 “ 0), the
Jacobian is of the form,
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
jPNi
1
σ2ij
vijv
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
σ2ji
vjiv
J
ji I3
I3 03ˆ3
fiffiffifl , i “ 1,
and we conclude that the matrix is invertible.
For the node 2 that defines the x axis (eJ2 p2 “ 0) we have that
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
jPNi
1
σ2ij
vijv
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
σ2ji
vjiv
J
ji e
J
2
e2 0
fiffiffifl , i “ 2.
This matrix is invertible if and only if pFiq11pFiq33´pFiq13pFiq31 ‰ 0. Again, denote
wij P R2 the vector formed from the first and the third component of the vector
vij, wij “
„
pvijq1 pvijq3q
J
“
„
pvijq1 1
J
. Then we have that the Jacobian is
invertible if and only if the submatrix
ÿ
jPNi
1
σ2ij
wijw
J
ij `
ÿ
jPN :iPNj
1
σ2ji
wjiw
J
ji “
»——–pFi˚ q11 pFi˚ q13
pFi˚ q31 pFi˚ q33
fiffiffifl , i “ 2,
is invertible. From Lemma 6 we conclude that Assumption A2 holds if N¯2 contains
at least two nodes such that when projected in the x axis they are different.
For the remaining nodes, Assumption A2 holds provided that there exists 2 nodes
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in N¯i, @i ą 2 that are linearly independent in the x ´ y plane and a third node
that does not have the same coordinates as these 2 nodes.
• For the pseudo-range measurements problem in Section 2.1.3 with points in R3 and
in the absence of noise, we have that for the node 1 that defines the origin and the
time offset reference (p1 “
„
0 0 0
J
, τ1 “ 0), the Jacobian is
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
jPNi
1
σ2ij
vijv
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
σ2ji
vjiv
J
ji I4
I4 04ˆ4
fiffiffifl , i “ 1,
which is invertible.
As for the node 2 that defines the x axis (eJ2 p2 “ eJ3 p2 “ 0), the Jacobian is
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——————–
ř
jPNi
1
σ2ij
vijv
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
σ2ji
vjiv
J
ji
„
e2 e3

»——–eJ2
eJ3
fiffiffifl 02ˆ2
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl , i “ 2.
This matrix is invertible if and only if pFi˚ q11pFi˚ q44 ´ pFi˚ q14pFi˚ q41 ‰ 0. Let
wij P R2 be the vector formed from the first and fourth component of the vector
sij, wij –
„
pvijq1 pvijq2
J
“
„
pvijq1 1
J
. Then, similarly from the analysis for
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the previous scenario, we have that
ÿ
jPNi
1
σ2ij
wijw
J
ij `
ÿ
jPN :iPNj
1
σ2ji
wjiw
J
ji “
»——–pFi˚ q11 pFi˚ q14
pFi˚ q41 pFi˚ q44
fiffiffifl , i “ 2,
and we conclude that Assumption A2 holds if N¯2 contains at least two nodes that
when projected in the x axis they are not equal.
For the node 3 that defines the second axis (eJ3 p3 “ 0q we have that the associate
Jacobian is
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
jPNi
1
σ2ij
vijv
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
σ2ji
vjiv
J
ji e
J
3
e3 0
fiffiffifl , i “ 3.
Defining wij –
„
pviq1 pviq2 pviq3
J
“
„
pviq1 pviq2 1
J
we have that the Jaco-
bian is invertible if and only if the following submatrix of Fi,
ÿ
jPNi
1
σ2ij
wijw
J
ij `
ÿ
jPN :iPNj
1
σ2ji
wjiw
J
ji “
»——————–
pFi˚ q11 pFi˚ q12 pFi˚ q14
pFi˚ q21 pFi˚ q22 pFi˚ q24
pFi˚ q41 pFi˚ q42 pFi˚ q44
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl , i “ 3,
is invertible. Thus, from Lemma 6 we conclude that Assumption A2 holds if there
exists at least 2 nodes in N¯3 that are linearly independent when projected to the
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x´ y plane, and a third node such that when projected in the same plane does not
coincide with the previous two nodes’ projections.
Finally, for the remaining nodes in the network, we conclude from Lemma 6 that
Assumption A2 holds provided that N¯i, @i ą 3 contains at least 3 points that are
linearly independent and a fourth point that is not equal to these previous points.
• For the pseudo-range measurements with clock drift and bias problem in Sec-
tion 2.1.4 with points in R2 and in the absence of noise, we have that for the
node 1 that defines the origin of the coordinate system and the clock reference
(p1 “
„
0 0
J
,τ1 “ 0, φ´11 “ 1) the Jacobian is
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
jPNi
1
σ2ij
vijv
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
σ2ji
vjiv
J
ji I4
I4 04ˆ4
fiffiffifl , i “ 1,
which is invertible. For the node 2 that defines the x axis (eJ2 p2 “ 0) the Jacobian
is of the form
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
jPNi
1
σ2ij
vijv
J
ij `
ř
jPN :iPNj
1
σ2ji
vjiv
J
ji e2
eJ2 0
fiffiffifl , i “ 2.
Defining wij –
„
pviq1 pviq3 pviq3
J
“
„
pviq1 1 ti
J
we have that the Jacobian
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is invertible if and only if the following submatrix
ÿ
jPNi
1
σ2ij
wijw
J
ij `
ÿ
jPN :iPNj
1
σ2ji
wjiw
J
ji “
»——————–
pFi˚ q11 pFi˚ q13 pFi˚ q14
pFi˚ q31 pFi˚ q33 pFi˚ q34
pFi˚ q41 pFi˚ q43 pFi˚ q44
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl , i “ 2,
is invertible. There are many ways Assumption A2 holds in light of Lemma 6. One
such way is to have node 2 connected to at least two other nodes, such that one is
an outgoing neighbor (say node i) and the other node is both an incoming and an
outgoing neighbor (say node j). For these nodes it must be true that their clock
measurements of node 2 is different from the measurement received from the clock
at node j (i.e, t2 ‰ t2j), and that the two neighbor nodes have different projection
in the x axis. l
Lemma 1 enables us to compute the local linearization of the discrete-time dynamical
system whose dynamics are defined by (2.5) around an optimum x˚ – px1˚ , x2˚ , . . . , xN˚q for
(2.1) with Lagrange multipliers λ˚ – pλ1˚ , λ2˚ , . . . , λN˚q. Denoting by δx – pδx1, δx2, . . . ,
δxNq and δλ– pδλ1, δλ2, . . . , δλNq the perturbations of the state with respect to the equi-
librium point px˚, λ˚q, under the assumptions of Lemma 1 we conclude from (2.6a) that
the next-state vector pδx`, δλ`q is uniquely defined by the following system of equations
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on the unknowns δx`i and δλ
`
i .
»——–Fi˚ Hi˚ J
Hi˚ 0
fiffiffifl
»——–δx`i
δλ`i
fiffiffifl “
»——–
ř
`PNi Si˚`δx`
0
fiffiffifl , @i P N .
In vector form, we can express the dynamical system for all the agents as
»——–F ˚ H˚J
H˚ 0
fiffiffifl
»——–δx`
δλ`
fiffiffifl “
»——–S˚δx
0
fiffiffifl ,
where
F ˚ – diagpF ˚1 , F ˚2 , . . . , F ˚Nq P Rnˆn, n–
ÿ
iPN
ni,
H˚ “ diagpH˚1 , H˚2 , . . . , H˚Nq P Rmˆm, m–
ÿ
iPN
mi,
S˚ –
“
S˚i`
‰
iPN ,`PN , P Rnˆn.
The next result provides a sufficient condition for the local stability of this system.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 1 hold and that there exists a
scalar σ P R such that,
F ˚ ` σH˚JH˚ ´ 1
2
pS˚J ` S˚q ą 0, (2.7a)
F ˚ ` σH˚JH˚ ` 1
2
pS˚J ` S˚q ą 0. (2.7b)
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Then the optimum px˚, λ˚q for (2.1) is a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium point
of the discrete-time dynamical system whose dynamics are defined by (2.5). l
This result is a direct consequence of Lemma 1 and the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Consider a discrete-time linear time-invariant system
z` “ Az, (2.8)
where, for every z P Cn, the next state z` P Cn can be uniquely determined by the
following equation
Du P Cm :
»——–F HJ
H 0mˆm
fiffiffifl
»——–z`
u
fiffiffifl “
»——– Sz
0mˆ1
fiffiffifl
for appropriate matrices F “ FJ, S P Rnˆn, H P Rmˆn such that there exists a scalar
σ P R
F ` σHJH ´ 1
2
pSJ ` Sq ą 0, (2.9a)
F ` σHJH ` 1
2
pSJ ` Sq ą 0. (2.9b)
Then A is Schur and the original system (2.8) is asymptotically stable. l
Proof of Lemma 2. Consider an eigenvalue λ P Czt0u and the corresponding eigenvector
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v P Cn of A. Under the lemma’s hypothesis,
Av “ λv ô Du P Cm :
»——–F HJ
H 0mˆm
fiffiffifl
»——–λv
u
fiffiffifl “
»——– Sv
0mˆ1
fiffiffifl
ô Du P Cm : λFv `DJu “ Sv, λHv “ 0.
ô Du P Cm : λFv ` λσHJHv `HJu “ Sv, λHv “ 0.
We thus conclude that
λv:pF ` σHJHqv`v:HJu “ v:Sv, u:Hv “ 0 ñ λv:pF ` σHJHqv “ v:Sv, (2.10)
where v: and u: denote the complex conjugate transpose of v and u, respectively. On
the other hand, from (2.9) we have that
v:pF ` σHJHqv ą 1
2
v:pSJ ` Sqv “ v:Sv, (2.11a)
v:pF ` σHJHqv ą ´1
2
v:pSJ ` Sqv “ ´v:Sv, (2.11b)
which implies that v:pF `σHJHqv ą 0. This allow us to conclude from (2.10) and (2.11)
that
λv:pF ` σHJHqv “ v:Sv ñ λ “ v
:Sv
v:pH ` σHJHqv ,
v:pF ` σHJHqv ą v:Sv ñ v
:Sv
v:pF ` σHJHqv ă 1,
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v:pF ` σHJHqv ą ´v:Sv ñ v
:Sv
v:pF ` σHJHqv ą ´1.
Therefore λ must be a real number in the (open) interval p´1, 1q.
Remark 2. The sufficient condition for local asymptotic stability presented in Theorem 1
and given by the matrix inequalities in (2.7) can be verified for the problems related to
localization discussed in this chapter.
Consider the localization problem based on relative position measurements described
in Section 2.1.1. We assume that the independent zero-mean Gaussian noises wij that
corrupts the pairwise node measurements have the same co-variance matrix Σij “ Σ ą
0, @i, j. Then,
F ˚i “ 2diΣ´1, @i, H˚1 “ In, H˚i “ 0n, @i P t2, 3, . . . , Nu,
where di – |Ni| is the degree of node i and we represent node 1 as the reference node. We
consider that the graph spanned by the communication between the N nodes is connected
and undirected so the Si˚` matrices reduce to
S˚i` “
$’’’&’’’%
2Σ´1 ` P Ni,
0 otherwise.
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Then we have that for all the nodes
F ˚ “ 2D b Σ´1, H˚J “
„
In 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0

, S˚ “ 2Ad b Σ1,
where D – diagpd1, d2, . . . , dNq P RNˆN is the degree matrix and Ad P RNˆN the adja-
cency matrix with pAdqij “ 1 if there exists an edge between node i and node j and zero
otherwise.
For this problem, the inequalities in (2.7) are
F ˚ ` σH˚JH˚ ˘ 1
2
pS˚J ` S˚q “ 2D b Σ´1 ` σ
»——————————–
In 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
˘ 2Ad b Σ´1
“ 2pD ˘ Adq b Σ´1 ` σ
»——————————–
In 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.
Since the graph is connected one can show from the Gersgorin disc theorem [25] that
D ˘ Ad ě 0 where for a given vector vJ –
„
v1, v2, . . . , vN

in the kernel of D ˘ Ad, we
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have that |v1| “ |v2| “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ |vN |. Hence for any σ ą 0 the following inequality holds
2pD ˘ Adq b Σ´1 ` σ
»——————————–
In 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
ą 0.
We conclude from Theorem 1 that the estimates converge to an optimal solution for (2.1).
l
2.3 Numerical Example
To illustrate the proposed algorithm and the theoretical results obtained in the previous
section, we present an example of node localization for range-based measurements in the
x´ y plane, as described in Section 2.1.2.
Inspired by the Henneberg construction of rigid frameworks [44], we generate ran-
dom networks by successively adding a node at a random position to an existing rigid
framework. The new node is connected using bidirectional edges with two existing nodes
such that these three nodes are not co-linear. The resulting graph spanned by these
connections is connected and undirected.
We have generated a large number of rigid frameworks using the procedure described
above and verified that the corresponding matrices F ˚, H˚, and S˚ verified the conditions
in Theorem 1 for σ “ 1. We thus conjecture that these conditions hold generically
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(perhaps excluding singular configurations) for rigid frameworks. The investigation of
this conjecture is a potential future research direction.
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Figure 2.1: Sensor network with 10 randomly distribute nodes. The nodes share
information about their current estimates and the noisy range measurements with a
limited number of neighbors, represented by the edge connection. The initial estimates
are random.
One such network consisting of 10 randomly distributed nodes in the x ´ y plane is
shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.2 shows a typical evolution of the local cost function and
the estimation error for two nodes, as a function of the iteration number of the Jacobi
algorithm described in Section 2.2.1 starting with a random initialization for the node
estimate within a ball centered at their true positions. The interior-point method was
used to solve each optimization step. We observe that node 6, which is one hop away
from the reference node 1, converges faster than node 10, which is 2 hops away from the
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reference node 2. This is to be expected, because the convergence of the reference nodes
is faster than the rest of the network, improving the speed of convergence of its direct
neighbors.
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Figure 2.2: Cost function and error evolution for two nodes. The dashed line represents
a node that is more distant to the reference nodes than the node represented by a
solid line.
2.4 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated experimentally the performance of the proposed algorithm for a localization
and clock synchronization problem in the x´y´z space with pseudo-range measurements
with clock drifts and biases as described in Section 2.1.4 [2]. The setup is shown in
Figure 2.3 and we used a custom ultra-wideband (UWB) Radio Frequency (RF) test bed
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Figure 2.3: Experimental setup overview, including, UWB Anchor nodes, motion
capture cameras, and mobile quadrotor UWB nodes
based on the DecaWave DW1000 IR-UWB radio [14].
The main components of the test bed are:
• Static nodes: we installed eight UWB radio devices that act as static nodes in
different positions in a 10ˆ9ˆ3 m3 room. Six nodes were placed on the ceiling
(roughly 2.5 m high) and two were placed at waist height (about 1 m) to better
disambiguate positions in the vertical z axis. Each anchor node is connected to
an Ethernet backbone both for power and for communication to a central server.
Figure 2.4a shows one of such devices.
• Mobile nodes: these are battery powered devices based on the CrazyFlie 2.0
quadcopter [6] equipped with the same DW1000 radio as shown in Figure 2.4b.
• Motion capture system: comprised of a set of cameras capable of 3D rigid
body position measurement with less than 0.5 mm accuracy used for ground truth
comparison.
• Centralized server: this unit is utilized for aggregation of the nodes timing
information and ground truth position estimates given from the motion capture
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(a) Static node (b) Modile node
Figure 2.4: Types of nodes utilized in the experimental test bed.(a) Ceiling-mounted
node with DW1000 UWB radio in 3D-printed enclosure. (b) CrazyFlie 2.0 quadrotor
helicopter with the same UWB radio.
cameras.
The measurements collected are time stamped messages of transmission and reception
time exchanged between appropriate pair of sensors. The noise is assumed to be Gaussian
and the propagation velocity of radio is taken to be the speed of light in vacuum. The
distributed localization experiments were performed considering mobile and static nodes.
2.4.1 Static Node Localization and Clock Synchronization
In our first experiment we considered a communication network represented by a com-
plete graph where all the nodes exchange message among themselves. We compare our
algorithm (DOPT) with three other established methods found in the literature: a dis-
tributed Kalman filter (DKAL) as detailed in [9], a distributed Kalman filter for large-
scale systems (DKALarge) described in [28], and a standard centralized Kalman filter
(CKAL).
Figure 2.5 illustrates the evolution of the mean localization error for the duration of
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the experiment. We observe that the estimates decay faster when utilizing our algorithm
if compared to the other distributed methods. The final localization error for the indi-
vidual nodes is shown in Table 2.1. Comparing the mean and the standard deviation for
each of the methods we conclude that the method proposed in this chapter outperforms
the other distributed approaches tested.
Figure 2.5: Average localization error for a fully connected network experiment with
static node comparing the four different approaches.
Table 2.1: Localization error (in meters) for a fully connected network experiment
with static nodes. Due to space limitation we omit the results for node 5 and node 6.
Algorithm node 0 node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 7 mean std
DKAL 0.518 0.189 0.638 0.228 0.021 0.336 0.311 0.209
DKALarge 0.232 0.536 0.394 0.318 0.093 0.418 0.330 0.137
DOPT 0.402 0.202 0.530 0.193 0.156 0.397 0.299 0.133
CKAL 0.205 0.189 0.208 0.147 0.218 0.143 0.169 0.047
We measure the accuracy of the estimate of the clock parameters (drifts and bias)
in terms of the synchronization error. Node 0 is chosen as the reference node (φ0 “
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1 and τ0 “ 0) so the remaining nodes estimate their clock parameters with respect
to this reference. Table 2.2 summarizes the synchronization error obtained at the end
of the experiment. The distributed optimization method proposed in this chapter has
a significant lower mean compared to the other distributed approaches, but results in
estimation error with higher standard deviation than the DKLarge method.
Table 2.2: Synchronization error (in µ seconds) of different nodes with respect to node
0. Due to space limitation we omit the results for node 5 and node 6.
Algorithm node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 7 mean std
DKAL 0.807 9.088 1.868 2.332 5.342 5.000 3.502
DKALarge 5.223 6.448 5.203 5.339 4.222 5.087 1.036
DOPT 2.15 0.891 2.090 2.343 3.293 2.520 1.391
CKAL 1.362 2.045 1.440 1.517 0.708 1.304 0.617
2.4.2 Mobile Node Localization
In our second experiment we considered a heterogeneous network containing both static
and mobile nodes. To the eight static nodes described in the previous experiment, we
add a mobile node represented by a quadrotor flying at different directions and speeds.
Figure 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 show the results of a 2 minutes flight mission experiment of
localization using the DKAL, DKALarge, and DOPT, repectively. The DKAL achieved
the best localization estimation with RMSE of 75 cm, followed by the DKLarge with
89 cm, and DOPT with 116 cm. The approaches based on Kalman filter outperformed
the method proposed in this chapter since the DOPT does not take into account any
dynamics in its formulation. We also note from the plots that when the mobile agent is
in a location that is more central to the network (i.e., closer to the centroid defined by
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the mean of the nodes’ positions) they are more likely to have a better estimate of their
current position.
Figure 2.6: Localization errors for DKAL in 3D for a single mobile node. Spatial errors
(left) are shown with corresponding per-axis errors by time (top right). Additionally,
the error is plotted against the mobile nodes distance from the network centroid
(bottom right).
Figure 2.7: Localization errors for DKALarge in 3D for a single mobile node. Spatial
errors (left) are shown with corresponding per-axis errors by time (top right). Ad-
ditionally, the error is plotted against the mobile nodes distance from the network
centroid (bottom right).
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Figure 2.8: Localization errors for DOPT in 3D for a single mobile node. Spatial errors
(left) are shown with corresponding per-axis errors by time (top right). Additionally,
the error is plotted against the mobile nodes distance from the network centroid
(bottom right).
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we described how some problems related to localization and clock pa-
rameter estimation can be cast as maximum likelihood estimation problems that are
based in optimization. We then presented a distributed algorithm that iteratively com-
putes the optimal solution to these constrained optimizations, using only locally available
measurements.
Sufficient conditions for local asymptotic stability were derived by linearizing the
system that described the evolution of the algorithm around an optimal solution. The
resulting conditions are matrix inequalities that depend on the system constraints and
on how the nodes are connected in the network.
A range-based localization problem was used to illustrate the proposed algorithm in
simulation and we showed that the nodes’ estimated positions converge to their true
position in the presence of noise and with random initial estimates.
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Finally, experiments using custom ultra-wideband radio devices were performed for
a combined localization and clock synchronization problem with pseudo-range measure-
ments with clock drifts and biases. The results showed localization error of 30 cm and
synchronization error of 3 micro-seconds. On average, the proposed method outperformed
three other standard distributed methods found in the literature for static localization.
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Chapter 3
Distributed Coordination for
Multi-Agent Systems
Parts of this chapter come from [18] and [19].
In this chapter we consider the problem of coordination of multi-agent systems. We
propose a centralized model predictive control based solution, and explore the commu-
nication between agents to design two iterative algorithms that distributively solve the
optimization problem. These algorithms differ in the range in which they need to com-
municate to obtain the data for local computations. When the agents communicate with
their 2-hop neighbors, we show that the algorithm converges to the solution of the cen-
tralized model predictive control problem. Practical conditions for termination of the
algorithm are given and they ensure the coordination of the agents. If the communica-
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tion range is constrained to the 1-hop neighbors, the algorithm in general converges to
a suboptimal solution of the original problem. Nevertheless, this optimality gap is small
and in some cases zero.
Structure This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 we formulate the leader-
follower synchronization problem and a centralized model predictive control based solu-
tion is presented in Section 3.2. Two distributed approaches that estimate the centralized
solution are proposed and analyzed in Section 3.3, one that requires 2-hop neighbor in-
formation, and another that utilizes only 1-hop neighbor information. The algorithms
are illustrated in simulation for an unstable linear system in Section 3.4 and concluding
remarks are given in Section 3.5
3.1 Problem Formulation
Consider the following linear discrete-time multi-agent dynamical system
x0t`1 “ Ax0t , xit`1 “ Axit `Buit, i “ t1, 2, . . . , Nu, t ě 0, (3.1)
where x0t P Rnx is the state of the leader agent, xit P Rnx is the state of the ith follower
agent, and uit P Rnu its control input at time t. All agents have identical dynamics defined
by the matrices A P Rnxˆnx and B P Rnxˆnu .
The follower agents are able to exchange their state and control input via pair-wise
communication restricted by an undirected graph G “ pN , Eq, where N “ t1, 2, . . . , Nu
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is the set of follower agents and E Ď N ˆN is the set of edges.
We are interested in designing local control inputs uit to achieve synchronization with
the leader. Mathematically this is defined as
lim
tÑ8 }x
i
t ´ x0t } “ 0, @i P N .
To study the synchronization problem, we start by defining the local tracking error
as
εit –
ÿ
jPNi
pxjt ´ xitq ` gipx0t ´ xitq, @i P N , t ě 0,
where Ni Ă N is the set of neighbors of agent i. A subset of the follower agents has
access to the leader agent state and we represent that by gi “ 1 if agent i has access to
the leader’s state and gi “ 0 otherwise. The dynamics of this local error can be written
as
εit`1 “ Aεit ´ pgi ` diqBuit `B
ÿ
jPNi
ujt , @i P N , (3.2)
where di – |Ni| is the degree of agent i.
The following assumptions are standard and will be used later to establish synchro-
nization.
Assumption 1 (Local controllability). The pair pA,Bq is controllable. l
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Assumption 2 (Leader-follower connectivity). Each connected component of G is con-
nected to the leader. l
Remark 3. Note that we do not require for the graph G to be connected. However,
Assumption 2 is equivalent to the overall graph consisting of the union of the followers
graph G with the graph spanned by the leader to be connected. l
Definition 1 (Augmented Laplacian). For a graph G we define the Augmented Laplacian
matrix of a graph as
L¯– G` L,
where L – D ´ Ad P RNˆN is the Laplacian matrix of G, D – diagpd1, d2, . . . , dNq P
RNˆN is the degree matrix, G – diagpg1, g2, . . . , gNq P RNˆN the matrix representing
the coupling with the leader agent, and Ad P RNˆN the adjacency matrix. l
The next result follows from the connectivity condition in Assumption 2.
Proposition 1. Consider the graph G and let Assumption 2 hold. Then the Augmented
Laplacian L¯ is positive definite and has full rank. l
Proof. The Laplacian L of a graph with k connected components can be rearranged as
PJLP “
»——————–
L1
. . .
Lk
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl ,
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where P P RNˆN is a permutation matrix, and Li corresponds to the Laplacian of a
subgraph formed from the ith connected component. Similarly, G can be rearranged as
PJGP “
»——————–
G1
. . .
Gk
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl ,
where Gi is diagonal with 0s or 1s in the diagonal. Since Li is the Laplacian of the ith
connected component, then Li ě 0 and for any vector vi of a appropriate dimension such
that vi ‰ 0, vJi Livi “ 0 if and only if vi “ α1, where α P R and 1 is the vector of
1s. From Assumption 2 every Gi block has at least one diagonal entry equal to 1, thus
Gi ě 0 and vJi GivJi ą 0 for any nonzero vi in the kernel of Li. Hence for any vi,
vJi pGi ` Liqvi ą 0. (3.3)
and we conclude that Gi ` Li ą 0 for i “ 1, 2, . . . , k. Hence,
L¯ “ PJ
»——————–
G1 ` L1
. . .
Gk ` Lk
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiflP,
is positive definite and rankpL¯q “ N .
We evaluate the overall system controllability by considering the combined dynamics
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of the follower agents. For that, we define the multi-agent state and control at time t by
εt – pε1t , ε2t , . . . , εNt q P RNnx and ut – pu1t , u2t , . . . , uNt q P RNnu , respectively. Then, the
overall error dynamics derived from (3.2) is
εt`1 “ A¯εt ` B¯ut, (3.4)
where A¯– IN b A “ diagpA, . . . , Aq P RNnxˆNnx and B¯ – ´L¯bB P RNnxˆNnu .
The following corollary establishes the controllability of the multi-agent system.
Corollary 1 (Controllability of the multi-agent system). Consider the system in (3.4)
and let Assumption 1 and 2 hold. Then the pair pA¯, B¯q is controllable. l
Proof. Let C¯ –
„
B¯ A¯B¯ ¨ ¨ ¨ A¯Nnx´1B¯

be the controllability matrix for the system in
(3.4). Then,
C¯“
„
L¯bB pIN b AqpL¯bBq ¨ ¨ ¨ pIN b ANnx´1qpL¯bBq

“
„
L¯bB L¯b AB ¨ ¨ ¨ L¯b ANnx´1B

“
»——————————–
l¯11B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯1NB l¯11AB ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯1NAB ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯11ANnx´1B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯1NANnx´1B
l¯21B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯2NB l¯21AB ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯2NAB ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯21ANnx´1B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯2NANnx´1B
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
l¯N1B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯NNB l¯N1AB ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯NNAB ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯N1ANnx´1B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯NNANnx´1B
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
,
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where
L¯ “
»——————————–
l¯11 ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯1N
l¯21 ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯2N
... ¨ ¨ ¨ ...
l¯N1 ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯NN
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.
Since the permutation of columns does not alter the rank of a matrix, we have that
rankpC¯q “ rank
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
»——————————–
l¯11B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯11ANnx´1B l¯12B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯12ANnx´1B ¨ ¨ ¨
l¯21B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯21ANnx´1B l¯22B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯22ANnx´1B ¨ ¨ ¨
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
l¯N1B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯N1ANnx´1B l¯N2B ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯N2ANnx´1B ¨ ¨ ¨
l¯1NB ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯1NANnx´1B
l¯2NB ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯2NANnx´1B
...
...
...
l¯NNB ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯NNANnx´1B
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“ rank
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
»——————————–
l¯11C l¯12C ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯1NC
l¯21C l¯22C ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯2NC
...
...
...
...
l¯N1C l¯N2C ¨ ¨ ¨ l¯NNC
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“ rankpL¯b Cq
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“ rankpL¯q rank pCq ,
where C –
„
B AB ¨ ¨ ¨ ANnx´1B

. Assumption 1 implies that rankpCq “ nx and
from Proposition 1 we have that rankpL¯q “ N . We conclude that rankpC¯q “ Nnx and
the pair pA¯, B¯q is controllable.
3.2 Centralized Multi-Agent Model Predictice
Control
As discussed before, our goal is to compute the local control inputs at time t, uit P
Rnu , @i P N that achieve synchronization. For that consider the following optimization
problem
min
ut:t`T´1
Jput:t`T´1; εtq, (3.5)
where the cost is defined by
Jput:t`T´1; εtq– 1
2
ÿ
iPN
«
t`T´1ÿ
k“t
pεikJQεik ` uikJRuikq ` εit`TJQfεit`T
ff
,
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where T P Zą0 is the horizon length and Q P Rnxˆnx , R P Rnuˆnu , Qf P Rnxˆnx , are the
positive definite weighting matrices. This cost can be further represented as
Jput:t`T´1; εtq “ 1
2
t`T´1ÿ
k“t
pεJk Q¯ε` uJk R¯ukq ` 12ε
J
t`T Q¯fεt`T , (3.6)
where Q¯ – diagpQ,Q, . . . , Qq P RNnxˆNnx , R¯ – diagpR,R, . . . , Rq P RNnuˆNnu , and
Q¯f – diagpQf , Qf , . . . , Qf q P RNnxˆNnx are the overall weighting matrices obtained by
stacking the follower agents weighting matrices.
The optimization variable is the vector of length T defined by ut:t`T´1 – put, ut`1, . . . ,
ut`T´1q P RNTnu , where ut – pu1t , u2t , . . . , uNt q P RNnx contains the optimization variables
for every follower agent at time t.
For the Centralized Multi-Agent Model Predictive Control (CMAMPC) problem, at
each time we solve (3.5) subject to the dynamics constraint in (3.4) to obtain the vector
ut˚:t`T´1 that contains the optimal control input sequence of length T for every follower
agent. From this optimal control sequence, only the element corresponding to the control
input at time t, ut˚ is applied to (3.4) and the process is repeated at the next time step.
The closed-loop system obtained by utilizing the CMAMPC is
εt`1 “ A¯εt ` B¯u˚t . (3.7)
The next result is inspired by MPC stability results [40] and establishes a sufficient
condition on the terminal cost that ensures asymptotic stability.
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Theorem 2 (Asymptotic stability of the CMAMPC). Consider the system in (3.7) and
suppose Assumption 2 hold. Let the terminal cost weighting matrix in (3.6) be Q¯f “ IbP ,
with P ą 0 such that there exists a matrix K for which
pA´BKqJP pA´BKq ´ P `Q` θKJRK “ 0, (3.8)
for some scalar θ such that
θ ě λ¯`L¯´2˘. (3.9)
Then the origin is globally asymptotically stable. l
Proof. For an unconstrained MPC problem with finite horizon quadratic cost of the type
of (3.5), we have that if Q¯f is such that
pA¯` B¯K¯qJQ¯f pA¯` B¯K¯q ` Q¯` K¯JR¯K¯ ´ Q¯f ď 0, (3.10)
then the origin of (3.7) is asymptotically stable [40]. In Proposition 1 we showed that
under Assumption 2 the Augmented Laplacian L¯ of a graph is full rank therefore invert-
ible. Letting K¯ “ L¯´1 bK and Q¯f “ IN b P , and utilizing the definitions for A¯, B¯, Q¯,
and R¯, the left-hand side of (3.10) can be expanded as
`
IN b A´ pL¯bBqpL¯´1 bKq
˘JpIN b P q`IN b A´ pL¯bBqpL¯´1 bKq˘
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` IN bQ` pL¯´1 bKqJpIN bRqpL¯´1 bKq ´ IN b P
“ IN b
`pA´BKqJP pA´BKq ´ P `Q` θKJRK˘` pL¯´2 ´ θINq b pKJRKq.
From the condition in (3.8) we have that (3.10) holds completing the proof.
Remark 4. For (3.8) to hold the pair pA,Bqmust be stabilizable. Under the controllability
contidion in Assumption 1 we have that there exists a matrix K such that A ´ BK is
Schur and there exists a unique P ą 0 that is the solution to (3.8). l
Remark 5. In MPC applications, the terminal cost defined by the matrix Q¯f could be
omitted when the horizon is sufficiently long [22], although this could introduce challenges
in terms of computation, as the size of the problem grows with the length of the horizon.
l
Remark 6. Note that (3.9) implies that the choice of the local parameter Qf is conditioned
on the knowledge of the graph topology (since it depends on L¯´2). However, this can
be leveraged by utilizing results on the upper and lower bounds of the eigenvalue of the
Laplacian matrix [1]. l
Theorem 2 provides a guideline on the selection of the terminal weighting matrix Q¯f
that ensures closed-loop stability. Forcing Q¯f to be a block diagonal solution to (3.10)
although restrictive at first sight, will be shown later to be suitable for the design of
distributed algorithms to solve the optimization in (3.5).
The cost function in (3.6) is of the form Jp¨q “ řiPN J ip¨q, the sum of local quadratic
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costs that can be expressed alternatively as
J ipuit:t`T´1; εitq– 12
t`T´1ÿ
k“t
pεikJQεik ` uikJRuikq ` 12ε
i
t`T
J
Qfε
i
t`T
“ 1
2
pεit`1:t`TJQεit`1:t`T ` uit:t`T´1JRuit:t`T´1 ` εitJQεitq, (3.11)
where Q – diagpQ, . . . , Q,Qf q P RTnxˆTnx , R – diagpR,R, . . . , Rq P RTnuˆTnu . The
vectors εit`1:t`T – pεit`1, εit`1, . . . , εit`T q P RTnx and uit:t`T´1 – puit, uit`1, . . . , uit`T´1q P
RTnu represent, respectively, the sequence of length T of state and control input values
for the ith agent. Then, the optimization in (3.5) is equivalent to
min
ut:t`T´1
1
2
ÿ
iPN
εit`1:t`T
JQεit`1:t`T ` uit:t`T´1JRuit:t`T´1 ` εitJQεit, (3.12)
where the optimization variable is ut:t`T´1 – pu1t:t`T´1, u2t:t`T´1, . . . , uNt:t`T´1q and the
problem is to be solved subject to the dynamic constraint in (3.2) for all agents.
Lemma 3 (Closed form expression for the CMAMPC solution). Consider the optimiza-
tion in (3.12) and suppose that Assumption 2 holds. Then the unique global minimum
ut˚:t`T´1 – pu1˚t:t`T´1, u2˚t:t`T´1, . . . , uN˚t:t`T´1q is given by
u˚t:t`T´1 “ pL¯2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRq´1pL¯b pBJQAqqεt, (3.13)
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and the value of the minimum is
Jpu˚t:t`T´1; εtq “ 12ε
J
t Ψεt, (3.14)
where
Ψ – IN b pAJQA`Qq ´ L¯b pAJQBqpL¯2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRq´1pL¯b pBJQAqq,
(3.15)
and
A–
»——————————–
A
A2
...
AT
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
P RTnxˆnx , B –
»——————————–
B 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
AB B ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
. . .
...
AT´1B AT´2B ¨ ¨ ¨ B
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
P RTnxˆTnu . l
Proof. The closed form expression for the optimal control input sequence can be obtained
by computing the first-order optimality condition of the problem in (3.12). For that, we
first write the dynamics for a sequence of tracking error of length T obtained from the
local dynamics in (3.2)
εit`1:t`T “ Aεit ´ pgi ` diqBuit:t`T´1 ` B
ÿ
jPNi
ujt:t`T´1, (3.16)
where ut:t`T´1 – pu1t:t`T´1, u2t:t`T´1, . . . , uNt:t`T´1q P RTNnu . Then, by incorporating
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(3.16) into the cost function (3.11) we have that
Jput:t`T´1;εtq “ 1
2
ÿ
iPN
«
εit
JpAJQA`Qqεit ` uit:t`T´1J
`pgi ` diq2BJQB `R˘uit:t`T´1
`
˜ ÿ
jPNi
ujt:t`T´1
¸J
pBJQBq
˜ ÿ
jPNi
ujt:t`T´1
¸
´ 2pgi ` diqεitJpAJQBquit:t`T´1
´ 2pgi ` diq
˜ ÿ
jPNi
ujt:t`T´1
¸J
BJQBuit:t`T´1 ` 2εitJAJQB
˜ ÿ
jPNi
ujt:t`T´1
¸ff
.
By concatenation of the agents states and control inputs we obtain the compact form
Jput:t`T´1; εtq “ 1
2
εJt
`
IN b pAJQA`Qq
˘
εt ´ εJt
`
L¯b pAJQBq˘ut:t`T´1
` 1
2
uJt:t`T´1
`
L¯2 b pBJQBq ` IN bR
˘
ut:t`T´1. (3.17)
The optimal control input sequence ut˚:t`T´1 that solves (3.12) satisfies the following
first-order optimality condition
∇ut:t`T´1Jput:t`T´1; εtq
ˇˇ
ut:t`T´1“u˚t:t`T´1 “ 0,
from which we obtain
pL¯2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRqu˚t:t`T´1 ´ pL¯b pBJQAqqεt “ 0. (3.18)
To prove uniqueness we show that L¯2bpBJQBq`INbR is positive definite and therefore
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invertible. From Proposition 1 we have that L¯ ą 0 and so is L¯2. Since Q ą 0 we have
that BJQB ě 0, and since R ą 0 we conclude that L¯2 b pBJQBq ` IN bR ą 0. Solving
(3.18) for ut˚:t`T´1 we obtain (3.13) and the minimum cost in (3.14) comes from a direct
substitution of (3.13) in (3.17).
As discussed before, for the CMAMPC problem only the first element of the computed
optimal control sequence in (3.13) is fed back into the system, and in the next time instant
a new sequence is recomputed. The control input utilized to drive the system at time t
is
u˚t “ K˚εt (3.19)
where
K˚ – VpL¯2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRq´1pL¯b pBJQAqq, (3.20)
and V P RNnuˆTNnu is a matrix that selects the control input corresponding to time t
from the sequence ut˚:t`T´1 of length T . The closed-loop system obtained by combining
(3.19) with (3.4) is the following linear system
εt`1 “ A¯˚εt, (3.21)
where A¯˚ – A¯` B¯K˚ is Schur stable in view of Theorem 2.
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3.3 Distributed Solutions to the Centralized
Multi-Agent Model Preditive Control
In this section we introduce the formulations and algorithms that will allow us to solve in
a distributed fashion the optimization problem in (3.5) that constitutes the CMAMPC.
By distributed we mean that the computations will be carried out at each agent utilizing,
exclusively, the values of state and control input that are available from the communica-
tion with their neighbors.
3.3.1 The 2-hop Partial Optimization
For each i P N , consider the following optimization that is local to agent i
min
uit:t`T´1
J¯ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, ε´i1t , u´i1t:t`T´1, u´i2t:t`T´1q, (3.22)
where the local cost functions are of the form
J¯ ip¨q– J ip¨q `
ÿ
`PNi
J `p¨q,
with function J ip¨q and J `p¨q defined as
J ipuit:t`T´1; εitq– 12
t`T´1ÿ
k“t
pεikJQεik ` uikJRuikq ` 12ε
i
t`T
J
Qfε
i
t`T
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“ 1
2
pεit`1:t`TJQεit`1:t`T ` uit:t`T´1JRuit:t`T´1 ` εitJQεitq.
The optimization in (3.22) is subject to the dynamic constraint
εik`1 “ Aεik ´ pgi ` diqBuik `B
ÿ
jPNi
ujk, @k P tt, t` 1, . . . , t` T ´ 1u, (3.23)
for agent i and for every agent ` P Ni.
The parameters to the optimization are: the local tracking error εit; the set of tracking
errors associated with the 1-hop neighbors of i denoted by ε´i1t – tε`t : ` P Niu; the control
input sequence from the 1-hop neighbors u´i1t:t`T´1; and the set of control input sequences
from 2-hop neighbors denoted by u´i2t:t`T´1 – tu`t:t`T´1 : ` P
Ť
jPNi NjztNi Y iuu.
It is important to note that uit:t`T´1 is the optimization variable for (3.22), but the
optimization criterion depends on the tracking error of the 1-hop neighbor and the control
input sequences from 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors of i. This dependence arises from the
fact that we constraint the local and the neighbor’s state sequences to be a solution of
(3.23). This observation will become evident below.
Denoting by u¯i˚t:t`T´1 the local optimal control input sequence that solves (3.22), the
first-order optimality condition for this problem is
∇uit:t`T´1 J¯ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, ε´i1t , u´i1t:t`T´1, u´i2t:t`T´1q
ˇˇˇ
uit:t`T´1“u¯i˚t:t`T´1
“ 0,
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that results in
`pgi ` diq2BJQB `R˘u¯i˚t:t`T´1 ´ pgi ` diqBJQB ÿ
jPNi
ujt:t`T´1 ´ pgi ` diqpBJQAqεit
`
ÿ
`PNi
„
BJQB
ÿ
jPN`
ujt:t`T´1 ´ pg` ` d`qBJQBu`t:t`T´1 ` BJQAε`t

“ 0. (3.24)
All the conditions (3.24), one for each agent i P N , can be expressed in vector form
as
∇ut:t`T´1 J¯put:t`T´1; εtq
ˇˇ
ut:t`T´1“u¯˚t:t`T´1
–
„
∇uit:t`T´1 J¯ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, ε´i1t , u´i1t:t`T´1, u´i2t:t`T´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ut:t`T´1
“u¯˚t:t`T´1
“ 0
for which we obtain
pL¯2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRqu¯˚t:t`T´1 ´ pL¯b pBJQAqqεt “ 0. (3.25)
Comparing (3.25) with (3.18), we conclude that if all agents simultaneously solve the
optimization in (3.22) they will be able to find the global optimum to (3.5).
3.3.2 The 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm
For our first algorithm, we assume that each agent is able to store estimates of each of its
neighbors’ optimal solutions and re-transmit them to their 1-hop neighbors. In practice,
this means that each agent has available the delayed values of the control sequence of
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their 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors and could therefore solve (3.22) based on these estimates.
This leads to the iterative 2-Hop Distributed Multi-Agent Model Predictive Con-
trol (2HopDMAMPC) Algorithm where ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pmq should be viewed as an estimate of
u¯i˚t:t`T´1, at iteration m of the algorithm.
Algorithm 2 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm for agent i
Require: a tolerance δ ą 0 and local state εit
1: Broadcast εit to neighbors
2: mÐ 0
3: Initialize ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pmq
4: Broadcast ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pmq to neighbors
5: mÐ m` 1
6: Initialize ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pmq
7: repeat
8: Broadcast ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pmq to neighbors
9: Broadcast ˆ¯ujt:t`T´1pm´ 1q @j P Ni to neighbors
10: ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm` 1q Ð arg minuit:t` T 1´J¯ i
`
uit:t` T 1´; ε
i
t,ε´
i1
t , ˆ¯u
i´1
t:t` T 1´pmq, ˆ¯u´i2t:t` T 1´pm´1q
˘
11: mÐ m` 1
12: error Ð
››››››››
»——–ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 1q
ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pmq
fiffiffifl´
»——–ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 2q
ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 1q
fiffiffifl
››››››››
13: until error ď δ}εit}
return ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pmq
To study the convergence of the estimates obtained from the 2HopDMAMPC Al-
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gorithm we treat the evolution of the estimates, ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pmq, @i P N as a dynamical
system. The optimization solved at line 10 of the algorithm satisfies the following first-
order optimality condition @i P N
∇uit:t`T´1 J¯ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, ε´i1t , ˆ¯u´i1t:t`T´1pm` 1q, ˆ¯u´i2t:t`T´1pmqq
ˇˇˇ
uit:t`T´1“ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm`2q
“ 0,
which is
`pgi ` diq2BJQB `R˘ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm` 2q ´ pgi ` diqBJQB ÿ
jPNi
ˆ¯ujt:t`T´1pm` 1q
´ pgi ` diqpBJQAqεit `
ÿ
`PNi
„
pBJQBq
ÿ
jPN`
ˆ¯ujt:t`T´1pmq
´ pg` ` d`qBJQB ˆ¯u`t:t`T´1pm` 1q ` BJQAε`t

“ 0. (3.26)
Denoting by ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pmq –
`
ˆ¯u1t:t`T´1pmq, ˆ¯u2t:t`T´1pmq, . . . , ˆ¯uNt:t`T´1pmq
˘
the collection of
estimates for all the agents, then the ensemble of first-order optimality condition (3.26)
can be written as
M¯1 ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pm` 2q ´ M¯2 ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pm` 1q ` M¯3 ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pmq ´ O¯εt “ 0. (3.27)
where the system matrices are M¯1 – pG ` Dq2 b pBJQBq ` IN bR, M¯2 – pAdpG `
Dq ` pG ` DqAdq b pBJQBq, M¯3 – A2d b pBJQBq, and O¯ – L¯ b pBJQAq. Defining
the augmented state by wt:t`T´1pmq –
„
ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pm´ 1qJ ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pmqJ
J
P R2NTnu ,
we can express the second order dynamical system in (3.27) as the following first-order
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dynamical system with ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pmq as output by
wt:t`T´1pm` 1q “ M¯wt:t`T´1pmq ` P¯εt
ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pmq “ C¯wt:t`T´1pmq,
(3.28)
where
M¯–
»——– 0 I
´M¯´11 M¯3 M¯´11 M¯2
fiffiffifl P R2NTnuˆ2NTnu P¯ –
»——– 0
M¯´11 O¯
fiffiffifl P R2NTnuˆNnx
C¯ –
„
0NTnu INTnu

P RNTnuˆ2NTnu .
The subscript in wt:t`T´1pmq denotes that the the evolution of iterations m of the system
in (3.28) occurs at time instant t where a sequence of length T of control inputs is being
estimated.
Theorem 3 (Convergence of the 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm to the CMAMPC solution).
Consider the system in (3.28), let R “ rITnu, with r ą 0, and suppose that Assump-
tion 2 holds. Then the estimates ˆ¯ut:t`T´1 converge to the optimal solution in (3.13), i.e.,
limmÑ8 ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pmq “ ut˚:t`T´1 and the algorithm terminates in finite time. l
Proof. The equilibrium output ˆ¯ut˚:t`T´1 – limmÑ8 ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pmq of the system in (3.28)
satisfies
pL¯2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRqˆ¯u˚t:t`T´1 ´ pL¯b pBJQAqqεt “ 0.
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In Lemma 3 we showed that L¯2 b pBJQBq ` IN b R is invertible, hence the unique
equilibrium ˆ¯ut˚:t`T´1 is equal to the optimal solution ut˚:t`T´1 in (3.13) for the CMAMPC
problem.
To show convergence let v –
„
vJ1 vJ2
J
and λ be an arbitrary eigenvector and
eigenvalue pair of the matrix M¯ in (3.28). Then,
»——– 0n In
´M¯´11 M¯3 M¯´11 M¯2
fiffiffifl
»——–v1
v2
fiffiffifl “ λ
»——–v1
v2
fiffiffiflñ Ωpλqv1 “ 0
where Ωpλq– pλpG`Dq´Adq2bpBJQBq`λ2IN bR. The stability of M¯ is equivalent
to Ωpλq being nonsingular for any λ, such that |λ| ą 1. The spectrum of Ωpλq, denoted
by σpΩpλqq, satisfies
σpΩpλqq “ σ`pλpG`Dq ´ Adq2 b pBJQBq ` λ2IN bR˘
“ `σpλpG`Dq ´ Adq˘2σppBJQBqq ` λ2r,
where we use the fact that R “ rI and the eigenvalue properties when taking Kronecker
products. Let η be an element of σpλpG ` Dq ´ Adq, i.e., an arbitrary eigenvalue of
λpG`Dq ´ Ad. Then from the Gersgorin disc theorem [25] we have that
η P
Nď
i“1
tz : |z ´ λpgi ` diq| ď diu.
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Hence, for an eigenvalue ω of Ωpλq we have that
ω P
Nď
i“1
tz2β ` λ2r : |z ´ λpgi ` diq| ď diu @β P σpBJQBqzt0u
ô ω P
Nď
i“1
ty : |
c
y
β
´ λ2 r
β
´ λpgi ` diq| ď diu @β P σpBJQBqzt0u, (3.29)
where β is a nonzero eigenvalue of BJQB. Let λ “ cejw, where c ą 1, and suppose that
0 P σpΩpλqq. Then for all i P N and all β P σpBJQBqzt0u we have that
|
d
rc2
β
ejp2w`piq ´ cpgi ` diqejw| ď di ñ c
c
r
β
` pgi ` diq2 ď di,
which is a contradiction, since β ą 0, and r ą 0. We conclude that for any λ such that
|λ| ą 1 the matrix Ωpλq is nonsingular, hence M¯ is Schur and the estimates ˆ¯ut:t`T´1
asymptotically converge to ut˚:t`T´1.
3.3.3 The 2-Hop Distributed Multi-Agent Model Predictive
Control
As typical in MPC applications, only the first element from the estimated sequence
ˆ¯ut:t`T´1 is applied to the system at time t. The closed-loop system obtained by combin-
ing (3.4) with the control estimates computed from the 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm at
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iteration m is
εt`1 “ A¯εt ` B¯ ˆ¯utpmq, (3.30)
where
ˆ¯utpmq “ V ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pmq
is the control corresponding to the action at time t. The matrix V P RNnuˆTNnu selects
the first element from the sequence of inputs of length T . Since the control sequence
estimate can be regarded as the output of the system in (3.28), then
ˆ¯utpmq “ VC¯wt:t`T´1pmq.
Given an initial condition wt:t`T´1p0q, i.e., the initialization of the 2HopDMAMPC Al-
gorithm in line 3 and 6, we have that the evolution in iterations of the estimates are
ˆ¯utpmq “ VC¯M¯mwt:t`T´1p0q ` K¯pmqεt (3.31)
where
K¯pmq– VC¯
m´1ÿ
τ“0
M¯τ P¯ . (3.32)
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From Theorem 3 we have that the estimates obtained from the distributed algorithm
converge to the centralized control. Hence,
lim
mÑ8
ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pmq “ u˚t:t`T´1 ñ lim
mÑ8
ˆ¯utpmq “ u˚t “ K˚εt, (3.33)
where we use the definition of the centralized optimal control in (3.19). Additionally,
since M¯ is stable then the limit of (3.31) as the number of iterations approach infinity is
lim
mÑ8
ˆ¯utpmq “ lim
mÑ8VC¯M¯
mwt:t`T´1p0q ` K¯pmqεt “ lim
mÑ8 K¯pmqεt. (3.34)
From the definition of K¯pmq in (3.32) and in light of (3.34) and (3.33) we conclude that
lim
mÑ8 K¯pmq “ VC¯
8ÿ
τ“0
M¯τ P¯ “ K˚. (3.35)
The next result discusses how a designer can tune the stopping criteria parameter
δ in the 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm to approximate the final estimates to the optimal
control input from the CMAMPC.
Lemma 4. Consider the 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm and suppose Assumptions 2 holds.
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Then, given γ ą 0, there exists δ ą 0 and m such that
››››››››
»——–ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 1q
ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pmq
fiffiffifl´
»——–ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 2q
ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 1q
fiffiffifl
›››››››› ď δ}ε
i
t}, @i ñ }ˆ¯utpmq ´ u˚t } ď γ}εt}. l
(3.36)
Proof. From Theorem 3 we have that there exists an iteration index m for which every
agent satisfies a common stopping condition at line 13 of the 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm.
Then, for the entire network,
››››››››››››››››››››
»——————————————–
ˆ¯u1t:t`T´1pm´ 1q
ˆ¯u1t:t`T´1pmq
...
ˆ¯uNt:t`T´1pm´ 1q
ˆ¯uNt:t`T´1pmq
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
´
»——————————————–
ˆ¯u1t:t`T´1pm´ 2q
ˆ¯u1t:t`T´1pm´ 1q
...
ˆ¯uNt:t`T´1pm´ 2q
ˆ¯uNt:t`T´1pm´ 1q
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
››››››››››››››››››››
“ }wt:t`T´1pmq ´ wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q} ď δ}εt},
(3.37)
where wt:t`T´1 is the state for the system in (3.28) that represents the evolution of the
estimates. Denoting by wt˚:t`T´1 its equilibrium we have that
wt:t`T´1pmq ´ w˚t:t`T´1 “ M¯wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q ` P¯εt ´ pM¯w˚t:t`T´1 ` P¯εtq
“ M¯wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q ´ M¯w˚t:t`T´1.
(3.38)
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Subtracting wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q and adding wt˚:t`T´1 on both sides yields
wt:t`T´1pmq ´ wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q
“ M¯wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q ´ wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q ´ M¯w˚t:t`T´1 ` w˚t:t`T´1
“ pM¯´ Iqpwt:t`T´1pm´ 1q ´ w˚t:t`T´1q.
In Theorem 3 we showed that M¯ is Schur stable under Assumption 2, hence M¯ ´ I is
invertible. Then,
wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q ´ w˚t:t`T´1 “ pM¯´ Iq´1
`
wt:t`T´1pmq ´ wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q
˘
,
and using the relationship in (3.38) we obtain
wt:t`T´1pmq ´ w˚t:t`T´1 “ M¯pM¯´ Iq´1
`
wt:t`T´1pmq ´ wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q
˘
.
Since the estimates of the control input are the output of the system in (3.28) then,
ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pmq ´ u˚t:t`T´1 “ C¯M¯pM¯´ Iq´1
`
wt:t`T´1pmq ´ wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q
˘
.
Let V P RNnuˆTNnu the matrix that selects the first element of the control input sequence
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such that ˆ¯utpmq “ V ˆ¯ut:t`T´1pmq. Then,
ˆ¯utpmq ´ u˚t “ VC¯M¯
`M¯´ Iq´1pwt:t`T´1pmq ´ wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q˘.
Taking the norms and using (3.37) we have that for any γ ą 0 we can pick
δ “ γ}VC¯M¯pM¯´ Iq´1}´1 (3.39)
such that (3.36) holds.
When executing the 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm at every iteration m the stopping
condition
››››››››
»——–ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 1q
ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pmq
fiffiffifl´
»——–ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 2q
ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 1q
fiffiffifl
›››››››› ď δ}ε
i
t}, @i P N ,
has to be checked. Alternatively, when the algorithm is initialized we can compute the
number of iteration that the algorithm needs to execute to ensure that the resulting
estimated control is sufficiently close to the centralized optimal one.
Corollary 2. Consider the 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm and suppose that Assumptions 1
and 2 holds. Let γ be a user defined parameter. Then for all m ą m˚ we have that
}ˆ¯utpmq ´ u˚t } ď γ}εt}. (3.40)
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where
m˚“1` logpγq´logp}VC¯M¯pM¯´ Iq
´1}q ` logp}εt}q ´ logp}pM¯´ Iqwt:t`T´1p0q ` P¯εt}q
logp}M¯}q .
l
Proof. The sufficient number of iterations m˚ can be obtained by inspection of the solu-
tion of wt:t`T´1pmq given the initial condition wt:t`T´1p0q. First note that the difference
between two consecutive iterations is
wt:t`T´1pmq ´ wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q
“ M¯mwt:t`T´1p0q `
m´1ÿ
τ“0
M¯τ P¯εt ´ M¯m´1wt:t`T´1p0q ´
m´2ÿ
τ“0
M¯τ P¯εt
“ M¯m´1`pM¯´ Iqwt:t`T´1p0q ` P¯εt˘.
Suppose that for some m ą m˚ we have that
γ}VC¯M¯pM¯´ Iq´1}´1}εt} ě }M¯}m´1}pM¯´ Iqwt:t`T´1p0q ` P¯εt}, (3.41)
where γ ą 0 is a user defined parameter. Then,
γ}VC¯M¯pM¯´ Iq´1}´1}εt} ě }M¯}m´1}pM¯´ Iqwt:t`T´1p0q ` P¯εt}
ě }M¯m´1pM¯´ Iqwt:t`T´1p0q ` P¯εt}
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“ }wt:t`T´1pmq ´ wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q}.
From Lemma 4 we have that
}wt:t`T´1pmq ´ wt:t`T´1pm´ 1q} ď δ}εt},
where δ – γ}VC¯M¯pM¯ ´ Iq´1}´1 implies that (3.40) holds. The lower bound on the
number of iterations is obtained by solving
γ}VC¯M¯pM¯´ Iq´1}´1}εt} “ }M¯}m˚´1}pM¯´ Iqwt:t`T´1p0q ` P¯εt}
for m˚.
The previous results discussed how local stopping criteria or the number of iterations
in the 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm can be chosen such that the estimates are arbitrarily
close to the optimal control input sequence given by the CMAMPC problem. To study
how the estimates obtained from the algorithm affect the stability of the system, we
express the closed-loop system in (3.30) as
εt`1 “ A¯εt ` B¯u˚t ` B¯ ˆ¯utpmq ´Bu˚t
“ A¯˚εt ` B¯pK¯pmq ´K˚qεt ` B¯VC¯M¯mwt:t`T´1p0q
where we use definitions for the controls u˚ and ˆ¯utpmq from (3.19) and (3.31), respectively,
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and where A¯˚ – A¯` B¯K˚. For simplicity, we assume that for every agent and at every
time step the 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm is initialized at zero (lines 3 and 6), that is,
wt:t:T´1p0q “ 0 @t ě 0,
so the closed-loop system (3.30) can be simplified to
εt`1 “
`
A¯˚ ` B¯pK¯pmq ´K˚q˘εt. (3.42)
We are ready to present the main result of this section.
Theorem 4 (Closed-loop stability using the 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm). Consider the
closed-loop system in (3.30) and suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Let the terminal
costs for the distributed optimization in (3.22) be chosen according to the statement in
Theorem 2. Then for any stopping criteria parameter δ in the 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm
such that
δ ď 1
2
}A¯˚JΦB¯}´1}VC¯M¯pM¯´ Iq´1}´1, (3.43)
where Φ ą 0 is such that for some Λ ą 0
A˚JΦA¯˚ ´ Φ` Λ “ 0, (3.44)
then the origin is asymptotically stable. l
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Proof. The asymptotic stability of (3.42) (or (3.30)) can be established by showing that
for some Φ ą 0 the following inequality holds
`
A¯˚ ` B¯pK¯pmq ´K˚q˘JΦ`A¯˚ ` B¯pK¯pmq ´K˚q˘´ Φ ă 0. (3.45)
From Theorem 2 we have that the system in (3.21) is asymptotically stable, hence there
exists a unique Φ ą 0 that is the solution of (3.44) for any Λ ą 0. Expanding the
left-hand side of (3.45) and using (3.44) we have that a sufficient condition for stability
is
A¯˚JΦB¯pKpmq ´K˚q ` pKpmq ´K˚qJB¯JΦA¯˚ ` pKpmq ´K˚qJB¯JΦB¯pKpmq ´K˚q ă Λ,
and since the last term on the left-hand side of the above inequality is positive semi-
definite the inequality can be simplified to
A¯˚JΦB¯pKpmq ´K˚q ` pKpmq ´K˚qJB¯JΦA¯˚ ă Λ.
This inequality can be enforce by satisfying the following relationship
1
2
}A¯˚JΦB¯}´1λpΛq ą }Kpmq ´K˚}.
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Multiplying by }εt} on both sides yields
1
2
}A¯˚JΦB¯}´1λpΛq}εt} ą }K¯pmq ´K˚}}εt}
ě }pK¯pmq ´K˚qεt}
ě }ˆ¯utpmq ´ u˚t ´ VC¯M¯wt:t`T´1p0q}
“ }ˆ¯utpmq ´ u˚t },
where we use the fact that 2HopDMAMPC Algorithm is initialized with null estimates.
Define
γ –
1
2
}A¯˚JΦB¯}´1λpΛq,
such that
}ˆ¯utpmq ´ u˚t } ď γ}εt}. (3.46)
Then, from Lemma 4 we have that for some δ satisfying (3.43)
››››››››
»——–ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 1q
ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pmq
fiffiffifl´
»——–ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 2q
ˆ¯uit:t`T´1pm´ 1q
fiffiffifl
›››››››› ď δ}ε
i
t}, @i ñ }ˆ¯utpmq ´ u˚t } ď γ}εt},
and we conclude that the origin of (3.30) is globally asymptotically stable.
Remark 7. Instead of Lemma 4, the stability of the closed-loop system in (3.30) can
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be established by use of Corollary 2. There, we showed that there exists a sufficient
number of iterations that the 2HopDMAMP Algorithm needs to execute to ensure that
the resulting estimate is γ-close to the centralized optimal control, i.e., that (3.46) holds.
l
3.3.4 The 1-Hop Partial Optimization
In this section, we consider local optimizations that could be solved with 1-hop neighbor
information, rather than the 2-hop information required before. For each i P N , we now
consider the following local optimization
min
uit:t`T´1
J˜ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, u´i1t:t`T´1q, (3.47)
subject to the dynamics
εik`1 “ Aεik ´ pgi ` diqBuik `B
ÿ
jPNi
ujk, @k P tt, t` 1, . . . , t` T ´ 1u,
for agent i. The local cost functions are defined by
J ipuit:t`T´1; εitq– 12
t`T´1ÿ
k“t
pεikJQεik ` uikJRuikq ` 12ε
i
t`T
J
Qfε
i
t`T
“ 1
2
pεit`1:t`TJQεit`1:t`T ` uit:t`T´1JRuit:t`T´1 ` εitJQεitq.
Note that uit:t`T´1 is still the optimization variable for the local problem defined in
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(3.47), but the solution to this problem now depends only on the local tracking error εit
and on the variables u´i1t:t`T´1 that are associated with the 1-hop neighbors of i.
Denoting by u˜i˚t:t`T´1 the solutions to (3.47), the first-order optimality condition for
this problem is
∇uit:t`T´1 J˜ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, u´i1t:t`T´1q
ˇˇˇ
uit:t`T´1“u˜i˚t:t`T´1
“ 0
which implies
`pgi ` diq2BJQB `R˘u˜i˚t:t`T´1 ´ pgi ` diqBJQB ÿ
jPNi
ujt:t`T´1 ´ pgi ` diqpBJQAqεit “ 0,
(3.48)
and for all the conditions (3.48), one for each agent i P N , we have that
∇ut:t`T´1 J˜put:t`T´1; εtq
ˇˇˇ
ut:t`T´1“u˜˚t:t`T´1
–
„
∇uit:t`T´1 J˜ ipuit:t`T´1; εit, u´i1t:t`T´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ut:t`T´1“u˜˚t:t`T´1
“ 0.
This first-order optimality condition can be expressed in vector form as
`ppG`DqL¯q b pBJQBq ` IN bR˘u˜˚t:t`T´1 ´ `pG`Dq b pBJQAq˘εt “ 0. (3.49)
Unlike the 2-hop algorithm, these first-order optimality conditions for the local opti-
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mization (3.47) now differ from the centralized optimality conditions in (3.18). However,
the following result shows that (3.49) still has a unique solution.
Proposition 2. Suppose that Assumption 2 holds and let R “ rITnu , r ą 0. Then the
optimal control sequence obtained from solving (3.47) is unique and equal to
u˜˚t:t`T´1 “ pppG`DqL¯q b pBJQBq`IN bRq´1ppG`Dq b pBJQAqqεt. l (3.50)
Proof. The proof is similar to that found in Lemma 3 and it suffices to show that the
eigenvalues of pG ` DqL¯ are positive. Let v and λ be an arbitrary eigenvector and
eigenvalue pair of pG`DqL¯. Then,
pG`DqL¯v “ λv ô L¯v “ λpG`Dq´1v ñ v
JL¯v
vJpG`Dq´1v “ λ ą 0,
where the inequality comes from the fact that L¯ ą 0 and G ` D ą 0. Finally, solving
(3.49) for u˜t˚:t`T´1 we obtain (3.50).
Remark 8. For the “cheap control” case, i.e., R “ 0, and under the assumption that
the matrix B is full column rank, one can show that (3.50) minimizes (3.17). This also
happens in the case when r Ñ 8, R “ rInu . In general, between these extremes (3.50)
yields a suboptimal result, but as we see in the simulations, the optimality gap is often
small. l
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3.3.5 The 1HopDMAMPC Algorithm
The local costs in (3.47) are the basis for the 1-Hop Distributed Multi-Agent Model Pre-
dictive Control (1HopDMAMPC) Algorithm that requires only 1-hop information. The
variable ˆ˜uit:t`T´1pmq should be viewed as an estimate of u˜i˚t:t`T´1 computed at iteration
m.
Algorithm 3 1HopDMAMPC Algorithm for agent i
Require: a tolerance δ ą 0 and local state εit
1: Broadcast εit to neighbors
2: mÐ 0
3: Initialize ˆ˜uit:t`T´1pmq
4: repeat
5: Broadcast ˆ˜uit:t`T´1pmq to neighbors
6: ˆ˜uit:t`T´1pm` 1q Ð arg minuit:t`T´1 J˜ i
`
uit:t`T´1; εit, ˆ˜u
´i1
t:t`T´1pmq
˘
7: mÐ m` 1
8: error Ð }ˆ˜uit:t`T´1pmq ´ ˆ˜uit:t`T´1pm´ 1q}
9: until error ď δ}εit}
return ˆ˜uit:t`T´1pmq
Similarly to the previous section, we revisit the first-order optimality condition to
investigate the convergence of the estimates computed using the 1HopDMAMPC Algo-
rithm.
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At each iteration of the algorithm we have that the following equation must be sat-
isfied
`pgi ` diq2BJQB `R˘ˆ˜uit:t`T´1pm` 1q ´ pgi ` diqBJQB ÿ
jPNi
ˆ˜ujt:t`T´1pmq
´ pgi ` diqpBJQAqεit “ 0
or, in vector form for every agent,
`pG`Dq2bpBJQBq` IN bR˘ˆ˜ut:t`T´1pm` 1q´ `ppG`DqAdqb pBJQBq˘ˆ˜ut:t`T´1pmq
´ ppG`Dq b pBJQAqqεt “ 0. (3.51)
The next theorem establishes the convergence of the iterations given by (3.51).
Theorem 5 (Convergenge of the 1HopDMAMPC Algorithm). Consider the 1HopDMA-
MPC Algorithm with dynamics given by (3.51) and let Assumption 2 hold. Then the local
estimates ˆ˜ut:t`T´1 converge to (3.50). l
The following lemma addresses the stability of first-order systems of a difference
equation similar to (3.51).
Lemma 5. Consider the following discrete-time system
Axpm` 1q ´Bxpmq ´ c “ 0
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where x, c P Rn A,B P Rnˆn. Assume that A ą 0 and 2A ˘ pB ` BJq ą 0. Then the
system is asymptotically stable.
Proof of Lemma 5. Let v and λ be an arbitrary eigenvector and eigenvalue pair of A´1B.
Then,
A´1Bv “ λv ô Bv “ λAv ñ v
JBv
vJAv
“ λô v
JpB `BJqv
vJ2Av
“ λ.
From the assumption on the lemma, we have that |λ| ă 1, and the state asymptotically
converges to x˚ – pA´Bq´1c.
Proof of Theorem 5. The proof is a direct application of Lemma 5 to the system in (3.51).
We first note that pG`Dq2 b pBJQBq ` IN bR ą 0 since G`D ą 0, BJQB ě 0, and
R ą 0. To check if the second matrix inequality holds we write
2
`pG`Dq2 b pBJQBq ` IN bR˘´ `pAdpG`Dq ` pG`DqAdq b pBJQBq˘ “
pL¯pG`Dq ` pG`DqL¯q b pBJQBq ` 2IN bR. (3.52)
From the discussion in Proposition 2 we concluded that the eigenvalues of pG`DqL¯ are
positive and BJQB ě 0, hence (3.52) is positive definite. To show that
2ppG`Dq2 b pBJQBq ` IN bRq ` ppAdpG`Dq ` pG`DqAdq b pBJQBqq “
ppAd`G`DqpG`Dq ` pG`DqpAd`G`Dqq b pBJQBq ` IN bR
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is positive definite, we use the fact that the eigenvalues of pAd ` G ` DqpG ` Dq are
positive and that BJQB ě 0. We conclude that the system in (3.51) is asymptotically
stable and converges to the unique equilibrium (3.50).
3.4 Numerical Example
We now illustrate our algorithms to solve optimizations associated with a model predic-
tive control problem of the form (3.5). At each time-step t, we execute the 2HopDMAMPC
and the 1HopDMAMPC Algorithms to estimate the centralized optimal control input se-
quence obtained from the CMAMPC and from this sequence we utilize only the first value
of control input to drive the followers and repeat this process at the next time step with
a new value of the state.
We generated random graphs with arbitrary topology and number of nodes satisfying
Assumption 2. For our simulations, we use one such graphs with 10 follower agents,
where only one of them is connected to the single leader agent. The maximum node
degree in this graph is 3. We consider the synchronization of an unstable third-order
linear systems like (3.1) with
A “
»——————–
2 0 1
0 1 1
1 ´2 1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl , B “
»——————–
1
1
0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl .
The initial state for each agent is randomly chosen and we select the weights on the
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cost as Q “ 10I3, Qf “ 100I3 R “ 10, and T “ 15. The optimizations were solved
using TensCalc [24], a toolbox that generates efficient solvers for large-scale optimization
problems.
Figure 3.1 shows a typical evolution of the norm of the tracking error εt for one of
the agents, comparing both algorithms, and showing that synchronization is achieved.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between the tracking error for a given follower agent for each
of the two algorithms.
To illustrate Remark 8, we simulate various values of the weight R in the control
input for a particular time instant of the simulation, comparing the cost from converged
estimates obtained from the 1HopDMAMPC Algorithm versus the optimal cost in (3.14).
Figure 3.2 confirms that the gap is small, and that in the extreme cases (i.e., R “ 0 and
R “ ρ, with ρÑ 8) the estimates obtained from the 1-hop algorithm are indeed optimal
solutions to the optimization (3.5).
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we considered a leader-follower synchronization problem where the fol-
lowers’ objective is to track the leader state. We presented two distributed algorithms to
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Figure 3.2: Ratio between the cost from the converged estimated of the control in-
put using 1-hop neighbor information, and the optimal cost for various values of the
weighting matrix R.
estimate the optimal control sequence obtained from a centralized finite horizon quadratic
optimization of the type found in model predictive control problems for multi-agent co-
ordination.
When 2-hop information is considered we showed that the estimates obtained from
the distributed algorithm converge to the centralized solution. We then introduced a
state-dependent stopping criteria and a minimum number of iterations for the algorithm
that guarantee that when the estimated control is used the leader-follower synchroniza-
tion is achieved. When only 1-hop neighbor information is considered, a second algorithm
was proposed that can still be shown to converge, but yields suboptimal results. Simula-
tions verified the closed-loop stability numerically for a multi-agent system with unstable
dynamics.
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Conclusion
4.1 Contribution of this Dissertation
In this dissertation we discussed a new approach for solving optimization problems re-
lated to estimation and control of multi-agent systems. The main contributions are three
distributed and iterative algorithms that compute the solution of centralized optimiza-
tion problems. These algorithms utilize only local information to iteratively compute a
sequence of smaller optimization problems. Theoretical results related to the convergence
of the algorithms and the closed-loop stability of the controlled systems are presented
in the context of two distinct applications. The chapters’ individual conclusions are
summarize next.
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Distributed Localization in Sensor Networks
In Chapter 2 we addressed the problem of parameter estimation in sensor networks.
We showed how several types of inter-sensor measurements can be used to formulate
maximum likelihood estimation problems that are based in optimization.
We proposed a distributed algorithm that utilizes locally available measurements
to iteratively estimate the solution of the maximum likelihood estimation problem. The
method relies on the communication between the nodes in the network to solve a sequence
of smaller optimization problems locally. To study the convergence of the estimates, we
linearized the dynamics that describe the evolution of the algorithm and derived sufficient
condition for local asymptotic stability. The method was validated in simulation, for
a given localization problem, and in hardware for a combined localization and clock
synchronization problem. The simulations showed that in general the convergence to the
optimal solution occurs regardless of how the algorithm is initialized. The efficacy of our
algorithms was also confirmed experimentally, and the results showed that our method
outperformed other distributed approaches tested.
Distributed Coordination for Multi-Agent Systems
Chapter 3 discussed a coordination problem for multi-agent systems where the objective
of a collection of follower agents is to track a single leader agent. We introduced an MPC
to this problem, and derived sufficient conditions for synchronization to occur.
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We then presented two algorithms to estimate the solution to the MPC problem. The
methods we developed are distributed, requiring only local information to iteratively solve
a sequence of optimizations, similar to what was presented in Chapter 2.
The first method relies on 2-hop neighbor information, whereas the second needs
only 1-hop information. For the 2-hop method we showed that the estimates converge
asymptotically to the optimal solution for the original MPC problem and we derived
practical conditions to terminate the algorithm in finite number of iterations, such that
the generated control inputs still yield synchronization. When only 1-hop information
is considered, the algorithm converged to a subopotimal result, but in some cases the
optimality gap is small and even zero. Simulations for a multi-agent system with unstable
dynamics illustrated the theoretical results obtained in this chapter.
4.2 Future work
There are several extensions that can be developed to improve upon the work in this
dissertation. Estimation in the presence of adversarial attacks, packet losses, and asyn-
chronous communication between the nodes are common scenarios in wireless networked
sensors and if formally addressed would significantly improve the security and reliability
of the developed algorithm. From an analysis point of view, simulations and preliminary
results suggest a relationship between the graph topology and the region and rate of
convergence of the localization algorithm. It would be interesting to investigate sufficient
conditions on the network topology for global convergence of the estimates.
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For the type of problems presented in Chapter 3, we are currently studying distributed
algorithms for coordination of multi-agent over switching graphs, such as those arising in
ad hoc or unreliable networks. In this scenario the challenge comes from the unpredictable
nature of the switches that contrasts with the model-based prediction nature of the MPC.
The proposed method could also be greatly improved if constraints on the state and
control input are considered in the optimization problem, as well as nonlinear models
and more general cost functions.
Finally, several other problems related to estimation and control could benefit from
the use of the distributed methods presented in this dissertation. Examples include the
optimal power flow problem and the synchronization of oscillators in problems related to
power systems, vehicle platooning, as well as general formation control for autonomous
vehicles, and chemical process control. The possibilities of new results and applications
in this area are timely and exciting.
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Proofs of the technical lemmas in
Remark 1
Lemma 6. Given a set of column vectors s1, s2, . . . , sm P Rn, the nˆ n matrix
S “
mÿ
i“1
sis
J
i “
„
s1 s2 ¨ ¨ ¨

nˆm
»——————————–
sJ1
sJ2
...
sJm
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
mˆn
is nonsingular if and only if the m vectors span Rn (i.e., n of the vectors are linearly
independent). Moreover, if sJi “
„
wJi 1

, wi P Rn´1, then S is nonsingular if and
only if there exists a set L of n ´ 1 linearly independent vectors wi and one vector
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wk ‰ wi @wi P L. l
Lemma 7. Given three points p0, p1, p2 P R2 in the plane, the two vectors
s1 – p1 ´ p0, s2 – p2 ´ p0
are linearly independent if and only if the three points are not colinear. l
Proof of Lemma 7. Linearly independence is equivalent to one of the vectors (say s2 for
concreteness) being alinged with the other, i.e.,
Dα1 P R : p2 ´ p0 “ α1pp1 ´ p0q ô Dα1 P R : p2 “ p1´ α1qp0 ` α1p1
which is precisely equivalent to one of the points being in the line defined by the other
two points.
Lemma 8. Given four points p0, p1, p2, p3 P R3 in the plane, the three vectors
s1 – p1 ´ p0, s2 – p2 ´ p0, s3 – p3 ´ p0
are linearly independent if and only if the four points are not coplanar. l
Proof of Lemma 8. Linearly independence is equivalent to one of the vectors (say s3 for
concreteness) being a linear combination of the remaining two, i.e.,
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Dα1, α2 P R : p3 ´ p0 “ α1pp1 ´ p0q ` α2pp2 ´ p0q ô
ô Dα1, α2 P R : p3 “ p1´ α1 ´ α2qp0 ` α1p1 ` α2p2
which is precisely equivalent to one of the points being in the plane defined by the other
two points.
Lemma 9. Given five points p0, p1, p2, p3, p4 P R3 in the plane, the four vectors
s1 –
»——–p1 ´ p0
1
fiffiffifl , s2 –
»——–p2 ´ p0
1
fiffiffifl , s3 –
»——–p3 ´ p0
1
fiffiffifl , s4 –
»——–p4 ´ p0
1
fiffiffifl
are linearly independent if and only if the points p1, p2, p3, p4 P R3 are not coplanar. l
Proof of Lemma 9. Linearly independence is equivalent to one of the vector (say s4 for
concreteness) being a linear combination of the remaining three, i.e.,
Dα1, α2, α3 P R :
»——–p4 ´ p0
1
fiffiffifl “
»——–α1pp1 ´ p0q
α1
fiffiffifl`
»——–α2pp2 ´ p0q
α2
fiffiffifl`
»——–α3pp1 ´ p0q
α3
fiffiffifl ô
ô Dα1, α2, α3 P R : p4 “ α1p1 ` α2p2 ` α3p3, α1 ` α2 ` α3 “ 1
which is precisely equivalent to one of the points in p1, p2, p3, p4 being in the plane defined
by the remaining three points.
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